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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CIVIL DIVISION
TRAVELERS UNITED
2833 Alabama Ave SE #30736
Washington, D.C. 20020,
Plaintiff,
v.
CASSANDRA DE PECOL
23823 Malibu Road Suite 50 – 427
Malibu, CA 90265
Defendant.
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)
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No. _______________

AND
EXPEDITION 196, LLC
23823 Malibu Road Suite 50 – 427
Malibu, CA 90265
Defendant.

)
)
)
)

____________________________________________.
COMPLAINT FOR VIOLATIONS OF THE
CONSUMER PROTECTION PROCEDURES ACT
Travelers United brings this action pursuant to D.C. Code § 28-3905 for injunctive relief and
statutory damages against both Cassandra De Pecol and her LLC, Expedition 196, for violations
of the District’s Consumer Protection Procedures Act (“CPPA”), D.C. Code § 28-3901, et seq. In
support of its claims, Travelers United states as follows:

INTRODUCTION
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1.! This is a misleading and deceptive advertising case. Since 2017, Cassandra De Pecol has
claimed to be the first woman to travel to every country in the world, or some variation of
that claim, to promote herself for financial enrichment even though Cassandra De Pecol
was not the first woman to visit every country in the world, no one certified her as the
first woman to visit every country in world and multiple women have proof that they
traveled to every country in the world many years before De Pecol. In addition to the
misleading and deceptive claims related to being the “first woman to travel to every
country,” De Pecol very rarely discloses that she is being paid to advertise for certain
brands on her social media platforms and she writes reviews for hotels on review
platforms without disclosing she is likely being paid by the hotel. Additionally, De Pecol
wrote five-star reviews for her own book sold on Amazon without disclosing it was her
leaving the reviews. She also claims to have affiliations she does not actually have in
order to attract more social media followers and thus sell to more consumers. Travelers
United brings this action to force Cassandra De Pecol, and the LLC where she runs her
business, to stop her misleading and deceptive claims relating to travel accomplishments
in addition to compelling her to properly disclose when she is advertising on behalf of a
brand and to make corrective disclosures on all social media posts with promoted
product.
2.! Cassandra De Pecol is an influencer who lives in the Los Angeles, California area. An
influencer is a social media personality who posts photos and content in addition to
pitching and advertising products amongst those photos and content. Instagram is a Meta
owned social media platform where people can post photos in two ways. The first is
where people can post individual photos that stay on the social media personality’s
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account forever unless deleted. The second way to post photos on Instagram is through
Instagram stories which, unless saved to their account, disappear within 24 hours. De
Pecol has, as of March 13, 2021, 516,000 Instagram followers on her Instagram handle
@cassiedepecol. The Wall Street Journal’s data from Mediakix points out that with this
many followers she likely earns between $5,000 to $25,000 per Instagram post.1
Instagram is De Pecol’s most popular social media platform.
3.! Cassandra De Pecol is also active on social media on platforms other than Instagram. She
has a Facebook account, a YouTube account, a Twitter account, a Snapchat account and
an active TikTok account. As of March 7, 2022, DePecol is followed by 61,000 people
on Facebook, De Pecol has 28,000 subscribers on YouTube, defendant has 7,342
followers on Twitter and 208,400 followers on TikTok. TikTok is a social media
platform used to share short-form videos. TikTok is owned by the Chinese company
ByteDance.
4.! Cassandra De Pecol conducts her social media influencing business through Expedition
196 LLC. The LLC is based in Malibu, California.
5.! Instagram is a social media platform that is visible throughout the world, unless blocked
by the local government. People with a high number of followers, such as De Pecol, have
the option on turning off a specific country’s viewership.2 De Pecol has made her
Instagram account accessible to the audience of the United States of America, including
the District.
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6.! Instagram accounts can be public or private. Many regular people decide to make their
Instagram accounts private to keep their photos between a limited number of people they
have selected to share the photos with. Influencers, however, are in the business of
getting their follower count as high as possible and this is only possible with a public
account. Cassandra De Pecol selected to make her Instagram account public.
7.! De Pecol promotes products on her social media pages for a living. She has worked to
promote products such as Quest Nutrition bars, websites from Go Daddy and Venus
razors (owned by Proctor & Gamble). Those brands in turn repeat De Pecol’s false claims
and promote her on their brand social media channels. The social media accounts for Go
Daddy, Quest Nutrition and Venus are all viewable from the District.
8.! Other companies, such as Marriott International, Inc. are likely giving Cassandra De
Pecol free hotel rooms or are paying her to stay at their properties. De Pecol often posts
on her social media accounts flattering photos of the properties, tags her location to the
properties, and yet she never posts if these stays were gifted or if she was paid to post the
photos. This lack of clarity is harmful to a consumer. These posts link back to a hotel’s
Instagram page which then is linked to the hotel and a booking can be made. The social
media posts at Marriott International properties are viewable in the District. Defendant
often leaves five star reviews for these properties on hotel review platforms without
disclosing that she got a free stay or was paid to stay at these hotels.
9.! De Pecol also wrote a book published by Lioncrest publishing that is available for
purchase through Amazon and Barnes & Noble online. The book contains travel claims
that are misleading and deceptive and have never been confirmed by any travel or record
setting organization. The cover of the book contains a quote from Conde Nast Travel
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though Conde Nast Travel later removed De Pecol from the article. De Pecol never
updated her book cover. Amazon and Barnes & Noble websites are used to advertise and
sell goods to residents of the District. Travelers United believes defendant has written
five-star reviews for her own book on Amazon without disclosing it was her leaving the
review.
10.!De Pecol has a shop page on her website (www.cassiedepecol.com/shop/) which she uses
to directly sell items to residents on the District. On this page available for purchase is a
signed children’s book that she is featured in, various mobile presets to improve photos,
merchandise like hoodies and tank tops and her signed book. Mobile presets are
predefined photo settings that brighten photos and slightly alter colors.3 They are
commonly sold by influencers.
11.!De Pecol’s Instagram and other social media accounts are used to advertise, market and
sell goods to residents of the District of Columbia.
JURISDICTION
12.!This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this case pursuant to D.C. Code §
11-921 and D.C. Code § 28-3905.
13.!This Court has personal jurisdiction over the Defendant pursuant to D.C. Code § 13423(a).
PARTIES
14.!Plaintiff is a nonprofit public interest organization for the purpose of promoting interests
and rights of consumers empowered to sue and be sued. The mission of Travelers United
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is to improve and enhance travel for consumers across all modes of travel. Travelers
United has been instrumental in advocating against misleading and deceptive advertising
federally and locally in the District. Travelers United has met with the DC Council and
their staff regarding the issue. Nationally, Travelers United has worked and met with
members of Congress, the National Association of Attorneys General, other national
consumer advocacy groups and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) educating, alerting
and advocating against false, deceptive and misleading claims from social media
influencers4 in addition raising concerns about a lack of disclosures in social media
influencing.5 Travelers United, based in Washington, D.C. and Virginia, has members
who reside in Washington, D.C.
15.!Defendant Cassandra De Pecol is a resident of Malibu, California who runs Expedition
196 LLC, also based in Malibu, California. Cassandra De Pecol sometimes goes by the
name of Cassie De Pecol. Defendant owns and manages a portfolio of social media
influencing streams that are used to advertise goods throughout the United States
including to residents of the District. She sells various items on her website which she
also advertises through her social media accounts. She conducts business through her
LLC, Expedition 196, based in Malibu, California at 23823 Malibu Road Suite 50 – 427.
16.!Cassandra De Pecol and Expedition 196 have, at all relevant times, engaged in trade or
commerce in the District by advertising through her Instagram account, and other social
media platforms, to District consumers. Her book has been for sale, at all relevant times,
where it has engaged in trade or commerce in the District, through Amazon and Barnes &
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Noble’s website, to District consumers. She also sells clothing, mobile presets and a
signed version of a children’s book of which she is featured on her website where it
engages in trade or commerce with District residents through her website.

CASSANDRA DE PECOL’S DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING PRACTICES
Defendant’s Practice of Misleading and Deceptive Travel Accomplishments
17.!This action was commenced after years of Cassandra De Pecol falsely claiming to be the
first woman to travel to every country in the world, despite not having accomplished that
feat, and after years of having people point this out to her and multiple news articles on
the subject that were corrected. Despite this, she continues to make false and misleading
statements regarding her travel accomplishments in order to gain more followers and
profit from those followers. Then, when she does advertise to those followers, 68% of the
time (see appendix) she does not disclose that she is advertising on behalf of a brand.
18.!Cassandra De Pecol is the first Instagram influencer to claim that she is the first woman
to travel to every country. Her logic seems to come from the idea, “If a tree falls in a
forest but it wasn’t captured on Instagram with someone with hundreds of thousands of
followers, did it happen?” Travelers United asserts that there is a world beyond Instagram
with incredible travel accomplishments. Just because something did not happen on
Instagram, it does not mean that it did not happen.
19.!Influencers are defined by the American Bar Association as “any person with credibility
who can influence the opinions or purchase decisions of others.”6 When asked to describe
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an influencer in the HBO Documentary Fake Famous, Taylor Lorenz, a reporter of
internet culture, described them as “somebody who is half entrepreneur and half
celebrity.” Hana Hussein, a social media manager, described an influencer in the
documentary as “anyone who has access to a large following whether it is real or fake
and they are able to promote themselves or brands.”7
20.!The higher someone’s follower count is on social media, the more that social media star
can charge to “influence” their followers. Influencing is big business. The Harvard
Business Review reported that “in 2018, 19% of all U.S. consumers – including 36% of
those aged under 25 – purchased a product or a service because a social media influencer
recommended it.”8 On the Under the Influence podcast by Jo Piazza, she reports that
“brands are going to bring in more than 10 billion dollars from Instagram this year, 15
billion by 2022. It’s a multi-billion dollar industry.”9
21.!The goal of influencing on Instagram, and other social media platforms, is to get as many
followers and as much engagement (people liking and commenting on posts, people
watching their Instagram stories) as possible. That shows to a brand that a certain
influencer has a loyal and engaged following who will listen to what products said
influencer recommends. Companies pay influencers big money to advertise on behalf of
their brands. Kim Kardashian has reported earning up to one million dollars per
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Instagram post10 while her sister Kylie Jenner is reportedly earning 1.2 million dollars per
Instagram post. Cristiano Ronaldo, the soccer star who happens to be the most followed
person on Instagram, commands $975,000 per Instagram post.11 Very large sums of
money are paid by brands to influencers to have them promote products on Instagram and
other forms of social media. “Lives that can be monetized”12 summarizes Jo Piazza on
her podcast Under the Influence. But what happens when the main claim behind that
monetized Instagram life is a lie? Travelers United asserts that lying about one’s travel
accomplishments for the purpose of growing one’s social media following so that one has
a more successful influencer business to sell products to followers is a violation of the
District’s CPPA.
22.!De Pecol has her posted rates available online in her media kit from 2018.13 A more
recent media kit is not publicly online but after years of deceptive and misleading claims
related to travel, her follower count has only grown and she is likely to be able to charge
rates much higher than the ones she posted in 2018. Below are her rates page from her
2018 media kit:
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Here defendant states that she charges a brand $4,500 to post one Instagram post. She
charges $2,500 to post one Instagram story. She charges $6,500 to make a YouTube
video. She charges $7,000 to post across all of her social media and she charges $3,000 to
show up for event appearances. Defendant states that her speaking rates, which do not
include her required business class transportation and accommodation, are $18,000 for
corporate events and $12,000 for non-profit institutions. Jo Piazza reports that there is a
by post baseline for how much influencers get paid per post and that is “$100 per 10,000
followers.”14 De Pecol’s rates line up with that baseline.
23.!The first line in defendant’s Instagram bio is “First Woman to Travel to Every Country in
the World.” Defendant is not the first woman to travel to every country in the world. This
is a misleading and deceptive claim in violation of the District’s CPPA. Defendant uses
this deceptive claim to acquire more followers who she can then advertise and sell goods
to. Below is a screenshot of defendant’s Instagram page as of March 18, 2021:
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24.!The first line in Defendant’s TikTok page is “First Woman to Travel to Every Country.”
Defendant is not the first woman to travel to every country. Below is defendant’s TikTok
page as of March 6, 2022:
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25.!There are many women who traveled to every country on Earth before Cassandra De
Pecol. Because there is no certifying organization of “firsts” in travel, no one can be for
sure who the first woman to visit every country is. The Travelers Century Club (TCC) is
an American-based social organization for extremely well-traveled people that has been
around since 1954. The Travelers’ Century Club has an official list of countries and
territories that it uses to promote travel across the world. Currently there are 329
countries and territories on the list15 but depending on international politics certain
countries and territories are removed, renamed or combined and the list is updated fairly
regularly.
26.! The Travelers Century Club (TCC) requires that people have traveled to at least 100 of
the TCC-recognized countries and territories before joining the club. Spouses and
partners who have traveled to fewer countries and territories may join as well. The TCC
is a social club, not a certifying organization of travel, but Travelers United had
conversations with multiple members and they explained that someone who is not able to
show they traveled to 100 countries could potentially be thrown out of the club. Since this
is the only social club devoted to extreme travel, many of the women in the club
obviously knew each other and talked amongst each other about travel tips since 1954.
Among TCC members, Dorothy Pine is wildly regarded as probably the first woman to
have traveled to every country.16 Her accomplishments were noted by the Colorado State
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Legislature in 2006.17 She passed away in 2011. A Boulder Daily Camera obituary of
Pine from August 17, 2011 notes “Dorothy and Robert became the first couple in the
world to have visited each of the world’s 192 recognized countries…Dorothy is also
recognized as the first woman to have achieved this milestone.”18 Dorothy Pine did not
have an Instagram account. Travelers Century Club members stressed that there
obviously could have been other women who were not TCC members in America, and
women in other countries, who did this before Dorothy Pine but who never sought any
press or attention for their accomplishments.
27.!Dorothy Pine traveled with her husband. The Colorado State Legislature recognized her
for their accomplishments together. The first woman in America to travel to every
country somewhat independently of her husband seems to be widely regarded by TCC
members as Audrey Walsworth. According to TCC members, Walsworth and Pine
finished their travels to every country at around the same time.
28.!Audrey Walsworth is currently 87 years old and is from Marceline, Missouri. She does
not have an Instagram account. Her family owns Walsworth Publishing Co.19 which,
according to Bloomberg, “offers printing, mailing, and distribution services for catalogs,
yearbooks, books, newsletters, brochures and other print media.” Coming from a family
that has been extremely successful20 in making books, yearbooks, newsletters, brochures
17
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and catalogs for a living, she is an avid collector of documents, souvenirs, photos and
proof of her travels. Audrey Walsworth states that she has not just been to all 193 United
Nations recognized countries, she has completed the entire TCC list of countries and
territories as of 2018.21 She has received press for her accomplishments including a 2013
profile in the Columbia Daily Tribune with the headline “On Top of the World: An
Interest in People and Cultures Led Audrey Walsworth to Become The Only Woman to
Visit Every Country.”22 Many members of the TCC traveled with Walsworth to some of
the most remote places on earth and they stated that they believe she has extensive proof
and documentation of all of her travels. Walsworth confirmed this with Travelers United
and invited anyone who wanted to see her documented proof of travel accomplishments
to her home.
29.!Travelers Century Club (TCC) members believe there are likely somewhere between 10
to 30 women who visited every UN recognized country by 2017. TCC members were
stressed there could be far more in countries outside of the United States and who did not
seek press for their accomplishments.
30.!One particular woman from another country with this accomplishment is Nina Sedano of
Germany. Nina Sedano is currently 56 years old and she finished her travels to all 193
UN recognized countries by 2011. Nina Sedano does not have an Instagram account.
Nina Sedano stresses that she is the only woman in the German speaking world to have
visited all 193 countries. She wrote a book about her travels to every country that
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remained on the German best seller list for 60 weeks.23 Sedano has been interviewed
twice about her travels by the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung. The Frankfurter
Allgemeine Zeitung is a highly regarded paper in Germany. In 2016 the Sunday edition
won the title of “European Newspaper of the Year” from the European Newspaper
Awards.24 Sedano has appeared extensively in the German press. Nina Sedano is German
and holding up to the stereotypes of her country, she has kept meticulous records of all of
her travels including holding on to all 10 passports she has used. These have been shown
to press and even photographed in newspaper articles.25 Sedano already has shown her
proof of travels to German press and she has also volunteered to show it to anyone who is
interested in seeing it. Nina Sedano has verified her documented travels to all 193 UN
recognized countries with NomadMania,26 the only general travel verification website
currently in existence.
31.!NomadMania confirmed with Travelers United that Nina Sedano has traveled to all 193
United Nations countries. NomadMania is a nonprofit that started in 2012. They are the
“only place where highly ranked travelers are verified, to ensure their travel claims are
valid while at the same time being the authority on the people who have been to every
country.”27 They require actual proof of travel to be verified as having traveled to all
countries. NomadMania has a posted user guide which states:
23
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“In order for a visit to qualify as valid for nomadmania.com, a
‘minimal’ visit is required. Nomadmania.com defines a minimal
visit as:
….In the case of airports, this needs to be beyond the airport area
entirely, while for train transport, a minimal visit involves a
reasonable distance beyond the train station itself.”28
NomadMania makes it very clear with their visit guidelines that someone who lands at an
airport, walks around the airport for forty-five minutes, and then re-boards a plane to
leave without ever exiting the airport area did not visit the country. Defendant has never
had her travels verified with NomadMania.
32.!In addition to NomadMania, another travel tracking group is called Most Traveled
People. Most Traveled People (MTP) is similar to an online Travelers Century Club
where people can communicate and talk online about extreme travel accomplishments.
They, like Travelers Century Club and NomadMania, have their own list of unique travel
destinations far beyond the 193 UN recognized countries. They, like NomadMania, allow
people to confirm their travels with the community. Travelers who register are free to list
their accomplishments themselves and are only removed from the site if people in the
community raise concerns about the accomplishments being listed. In their frequently
asked questions the MTP website states:
“What happens if someone is lying, and checks more boxes than
they’ve actually traveled?
Normally, another member will notice and report the offending
member, who may claim to have been to many extraordinarily
difficult places, but has never met or heard of before by other top
members of the community. MTP Admin will contact the
offending member and ask for more details, including proof, of the
difficult claims, and will usually suspend the account in the
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meantime. If no satisfactory proof is forthcoming, the account is
deleted.”29
Defendant never registered or documented her travels with Most Traveled People.
33.!Defendant had her travels registered with Guinness World Records (GWR). GWR has
offices in London, New York, China, Japan and the United Arab Emirates.30 De Pecol set
out to break the GWR record for “Fastest time to travel to all sovereign nations.” This is a
speed record. The person attempting the feat must visit every country in a very short
amount of time. It is an impressive logistical feat. Guinness World Records, however, has
a very different set of rules for what constitutes a visit to a country than travel
certification websites like NomadMania.
34.!De Pecol noted that she was originally going for one Guinness World Record. Somehow
this one record became two. “Fastest time to travel to all sovereign nations” and a new
category for “Fastest time to travel to all sovereign nations – female.” Why did Guinness
add a new category to this? Likely because Guinness is in the business of certifying
records. The more records there are to certify, the more money they get. De Pecol
outlined this certification process on her YouTube channel where she details that one
needs to pay $800 to certify each record and another $600 if one wants a record
expedited.31 So if there are two records instead of one, GWR gets twice as much money.
Vox wrote an article titled “Guinness World Records is no longer just a company. It’s a
branded experience.” The article goes on to say “What do you do when all the good
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world records have been set? Hire Guinness to help you invent some new ones.”32 John
Oliver on Last Week Tonight had almost half of an episode criticizing Guinness World
Records on this.33 The point is clear. This is a company whose survival depends on
certifying records. Even so, Guinness World Records was very clear that it never certified
Cassie De Pecol as the first woman to visit every country. De Pecol went for the speed
record. Her record was quickly broken by another American woman, Taylor
Demonbreun.34
35.!Guinness World Records has their own unique set of rules for their record for the fastest
time to visit all sovereign countries. They state that a participant cannot spend more than
14 days in one country. They state that the person cannot rent their own car or travel by
private jet or private boat. They also have uniquely lax interpretations of what constitutes
a visit to currently difficult to get to countries. Why do they have these lax rules for what
constitutes a country visit? Probably because, again, they are in the business of certifying
as many records as possible and the more people that attempt to certify these records, the
better it is for business. For example, given the current ban on using an American
passport to enter North Korea, GWR currently counts a visit from South Korea, entering
the blue houses in the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) as a visit to North Korea.35 Without
ever having been processed through North Korean immigration, one can count this as a
visit to North Korea per Guinness World Records rules. Another interesting example is
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Phil Edwards, Guinness World Records is no longer just a book company. It's a branded experience., Vox, (Mar.
6, 2015), at 1.
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Last Week Tonight, Gurbanguly Berdimuhamedov: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO), YouTube (Aug.
12, 2019), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-9QYu8LtH2E.
34
Fastest Time To Visit All Sovereign Countries (Overall) Taylor Demonbreun, (Last visited March 6, 2022),
https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/461033-fastest-time-to-visit-all-sovereign-countries-overall.
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Lexie Alford (@lexielimitless), Instagram, (June 1, 2019) https://www.instagram.com/p/ByL--_9HPf4/
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that they currently count a visit to the Golan Heights in Israel as a visit to Syria.36 The
United States recognizes the Golan Heights as Israel so Guinness World Records is
clearly using their own geographic determinations to determine country visits that greatly
differ from those of the United States government.37
36.!In addition to loosening the rules of what counts as a visit for more difficult to reach
countries, Guinness World Records rules state that a country visit can be as simple as
exiting a plane, walking around the airport, never leaving the airport property and
boarding the plane again.38 In 2017, defendant admitted to doing this five times.39 By
2021, she admitted to doing this fifteen times.40 Given defendant’s questionable
assertations around other claims, it is highly possible she did this far more than 15 times.
Another American in the well-traveled community and a Norwegian traveler with a blog
coincidently rode on a plane with her from Tuvalu, an island nation in the South Pacific.
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Arikoglu, Lale and Meredith Carey. How I Visited Every Country in the World: Jessica Nabongo on Setting
Records. CONDE NAST TRAVELER, (Jan 29, 2020), https://www.cntraveler.com/story/how-i-visited-everycountry-in-the-world-jessica-nabongo-on-setting-records.
37
Vanessa Romo, Trump Formally Recognizes Israeli Sovereignty Over Golan Heights, NPR, (March 25, 2019)
https://www.npr.org/2019/03/25/706588932/trump-formally-recognizes-israeli-sovereignty-over-golan-heights.
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Trek with Taylor, The Stressful Country, WWW.TREKWITHTAYLOR.COM,
https://www.trekwithtaylor.com/travel-blog/afghanistan (last visited March 7, 2022).
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Megan Lee and Erin Oppenheim, Cassie De Pecol: The Fastest (AND 1st!) Woman to Visit Every Country in the
World, WWW.GOABROAD.COM, https://www.goabroad.com/articles/interview-cassie-depecol-expedition-196
(last visited March 7, 2022).
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Hour, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT87g2qQVOA (last visited March 7, 2022).
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De Pecol here in Tuvalu, likely knowing her “first woman to visit every country” claim would be known to
be untrue by another American extreme travelers, stuck to the truth when introducing herself which was
that she wanted to become the fastest person to travel to all the countries in the world. Here she spent about
45 minutes in Tuvalu.

37.!Travelers United reached out to Fiji Airways, the only commercial airline that flies into
Tuvalu. Fiji Airways explained that their flights into Funafuti Airport, the capital of
Tuvalu, arrive at 10:35am and depart generally at noon. When asked if one could simply
exit the plane, get a passport stamped and get back on the flight they said it was possible
but it would mean being on the ground in Tuvalu for under an hour. A Norwegian man,
Hans Petter Stølsvik, who was leaving Tuvalu that day, wrote on his blog:
The day we were leaving the island waiting for the plane, a girl
stumbled into the departure lounge. I asked her who she was as I
haddnt seen her on the island the days before, she mentions she
just arrived with the same flight we were leaving with. She was
also going back with the same flight. This was Cassandra de Pecol,
a girl from Connecticut, US that were on a expedition around the
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world to become the fastest person to travel to all the countrys in
the world.41
Cassandra De Pecol landed in Tuvalu, entered the airport, then walked outside back onto
the tarmac to return on the same flight that she just got off of. She saw nothing else of the
country. This qualifies as a country visit per Guinness World Records rules but it does
not qualify as a visit per NomadMania, the travel verification website.
38.!Recognizing that these sort of extremely quick airport turnarounds did not portray the
image of someone who is well traveled, defendant seems to have exaggerated some of
these tales. Her Guinness World Records profile writes “In spending anywhere from one
single day to two weeks in a country, Cassie faced…”42 but in many countries it is clear
she didn’t spend a day. She didn’t even spend an hour.
39.!Travelers United encourages all forms of travel. Whether someone wants to fly hundreds
of miles to a remote South Pacific island nation only to turn around and leave within the
hour or whether someone wants to road trip to Vegas to eat at every single buffet on the
Las Vegas Strip. Everyone should be able to determine how they personally want to
travel and should do what works best for them. They should not, however, make
misleading and deceptive claims about those travels for financial profit in violation of the
law.
40.!Defendant was awarded TWO Guinness World Records of “Fastest time to visit all
sovereign countries” and “Fastest time to visit all sovereign countries – Female” in
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Hans Peter Stølsvik, Tuvalu - paradise on earth, may 2016! GO BY
STøLSVIK, https://www.gobystolsvik.com/destination/tuvalu-paradise-on-earth-may-2016/ (Last visited March 7,
2022).
42
Kristen Stephenson, Monday Motivation: Around the world in 559 days, GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS,
(March 31, 2017), https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2017/3/monday-motivation-around-the-world-in558-days-467537.
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March 2017. This is a speed record awarded to the person who has the fastest time to visit
every country per the unique country visit standards of Guinness World Records. The
record states that she visited all sovereign nations in one year and 193 days or 558 days.
De Pecol also says that she visited an additional three countries, the reason for naming
her LLC Expedition 196. Five hundred and fifty-eight (the number of days of her trip as
certified by GWR) divided by 196 countries (the number of countries De Pecol claims to
have visited) is 2.84 days. This means that defendant actually spent 2.84 days in each
country, likely much less in many cases, to make this record. This is not even factoring in
travel time which to reach some South Pacific island nations or other hard to get to
countries can be a day of travel itself, if not more. It is unquestionably an impressive
logistical achievement but De Pecol did not settle for truthful claims of participating in
this as a race; rather she wanted to be portrayed as someone who spent time in these
countries, likely because that would be better for her business of travel influencing. Basic
math makes it clear she did not spend much time at all in these countries. In talking with
Go Abroad Travel, she said in 2017 “I averaged around 6 days per country.”43 She did
not average six days per country, as she spent less than 2.84 days per country according
to her own record. If she had actually visited each of 196 countries for six days each it
would have taken 1,176 days or 3.22 years. That’s a big difference in how long she is
telling people she spent in each country and the time the actual record shows of how long
she spent in each country.
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Kristen Stephenson, Monday Motivation: Around the world in 559 days, GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS,
(March 31, 2017), https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2017/3/monday-motivation-around-the-world-in558-days-467537.
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41.! Defendant held the Guinness World Records for “Fastest time to visit all sovereign
nations” and “Fastest time to visit all sovereign countries – Female” until they were
broken the following year on December 7, 2018 by Taylor Demonbreun.44 Taylor
Demonbreun holds the titles to the day of this filing.
42.!Defendant does not solely make false and misleading statements about her claim to be the
first woman to travel to every country, she makes deceptive and misleading statements
regarding these Guinness World Records as well. Her Twitter biography45 notes that she
is a “2x Guinness World Records Holder” as does her website. Defendants records were
broken in 2018 by Demonbreun. She recently produced a video with Nas Daily.46 Nas
Daily is a popular YouTube channel that has 7.05 million subscribers. The video
featuring defendant was released on March 3, 2021 and was titled “First Woman (And
Fastest) to Travel to Every Country!” and as of March 5, 2022 has 690,247 views. De
Pecol is neither the first woman, nor the fastest, to travel to every country. Demonbreun
currently holds the title for the “fastest time to visit all sovereign countries – female” and
“fastest time to visit all sovereign countries (overall)” but she is not once mentioned in
the video De Pecol made with Nas Daily. Below is a screenshot of the YouTube video.

44
Kristen Stephenson, From Iran to Iceland: One woman’s adventure to visit every country in the world in 18
months, GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS, (June 10, 2019),
https://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/news/2019/6/from-north-korea-to-canada-one-womans-adventure-to-visitevery-country-in-the-w-576793.
45
Cassie De Pecol, Twitter, WWW.TWITTER.COM, https://twitter.com/cassiedepecol (last visited April 29, 2021).
46
Nas Daily (Nuseir Yassin), YouTube, WWW.YOUTUBE.COM,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vF4QHQCUu1s (last visited March 7, 2021).
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Does the truth matter though? Travelers United asserts that it does and that promoting
false information in an effort to acquire more Instagram and TikTok followers, who
defendant can then advertise and sell product to, is misleading and deceptive and in
violation of the District’s Consumer Protection Procedures Act. This video launched
Cassie De Pecol’s Instagram account from about 505,000 followers on February 13, 2021
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to 516,000 followers by March 15, 2021. According to Jo Piazza’s Instagram baseline per
post reporting, the Nas Daily video helped De Pecol get more than an additional 10,000
followers which is the equivalent of earning yet another $100 per Instagram post.
43.!Travelers United asserts that defendant has a history of feeding misleading and deceptive
false information to reporters in an attempt to get positive press and grow her social
media following so that she can increase her work as a social media influencer. She has
purposefully released press releases with false information in order to gain positive press.
The more followers she has, the more people she can advertise and sell goods to. In one
of defendant’s press releases from February 9, 2016, she headlines the release: “Great
Story Happening in NYC This Week: First Woman to Travel to All Countries to Speak at
NYU.”47 The press release says it comes from defendant’s LLC, Expedition 196. The

47

PR News, Great Story Happening in NYC This Week: First Woman to Travel to All Countries to Speak at NYU,
WWW.PR.COM, https://www.pr.com/press-release/657494 (last visited April 29, 2021).
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press release is pictured below:

A screenshot of defendant’s misleading and deceptive press release sent to reporters on February 9, 2016.

44.!Defendant has asserted to the press that she is the first woman to travel to every country
in the world, the first American woman to travel to every sovereign nation, the youngest
American to travel to every sovereign nation, the first documented woman to travel to
every sovereign nation and the first woman to travel alone to every nation. None of these
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claims were ever certified by Guinness World Records nor were they ever certified by
any travel organization. Defendant likely told Nas Daily that she was the fastest woman
to travel to every country in the world when she has not had that distinction since 2018.
The Guinness World Records website clearly states the record belongs to Taylor
Demonbreun. Nas Daily, like many reporters before him, likely trusted the information
defendant provided and did no research to verify defendant’s claims. Nas Daily should
have known better. Nas Daily is not just one guy with a camera. Nuseir Yassin, who
founded Nas Daily, is a Harvard educated man, and his content company that made this
video employs over fifty people.48
45.!If a man with a Harvard education and a staff of fifty was duped, imagine the
consequences of what happens when a freelance reporter gets a press release about one of
defendant’s self-claimed achievements and just wants to write a nice soft piece on
women’s travel accomplishments. De Pecol worked fastidiously to obtain as much press
as possible. Contacting press was likely a serious part of that effort given the amount of
press she received.
46.!De Pecol has received press in NBC News / Today Show, ABC News / Good Morning
America, TravelPulse, Virgin Atlantic blog, Women’s Wear Daily (WWD), Fox
Business, Men’s Global, The Telegraph, Sports Illustrated, Cosmopolitan, Inside Edition,
Travel + Leisure, Red Bull blog, Lonely Planet, Huffington Post, Teen Vogue, Emirates
Woman, The Weather Channel, The Independent, Experience Life, Uproxx, Seeker, The
Daily Mail, CNN, The Straits Times, CNN Travel, Men’s Journal, Forbes, Business
Insider, The Points Guy, WGN9 Chicago News, Indy 100, A Plus, CT Post, Popsugar,
48

Nas Daily, Linkedin, WWW.LINKEDIN.COM, https://www.linkedin.com/company/nasdaily1/ (last visited April
29, 2021).
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CTV News, Refinery29, US Weekly, Thrive Global, Thrillist, Money, Belle Mag, The
Inertia, The Evening Standard, Equinox blog, Runner’s World, Time, Travel Weekly,
Ripley’s Believe It Or Not, Citybase blog, Conde Nast Traveler, Yoga Matters, Elle,
Treehugger, My Modern Met, Thrive Global, Tour Radar, Headline News / CNN, The
New York Times, Gentside UK, Marie Claire, LifeHacker, WBUR News, Yahoo
Finance, The Times of India, Deadline, Seeker, The Mirror UK and The Daily Mail. The
vast majority of this press was extremely positive and unfortunately most of this press
contained one of her misleading or deceptive claims of being the “first woman” or the
“first documented woman” to travel to every country.
47.!Though De Pecol did get significant press in the English-speaking world, and a bit in the
Spanish and French speaking world, there is one language where she received no press
for being the first woman to every country – German. Nina Sedano’s original book,
detailing her travels to every country, debuted in 2014 and sat on the German bestseller
list for 60 weeks. Sedano has been featured in numerous press stories in the German
speaking world regarding her travels to every country. Germans love travel and spend
more on foreign travel than any other nation.49 Sedano’s books were a hit in a travel
loving country and her books detailing her travels to every country on earth would be
known to anyone writing about travel in the German language. Red Bull, the popular
energy drink, is headquartered in Fuschl am See, Austria. People speak German in
Austria. Red Bull wrote an article about defendant for their blog and interestingly, the
German and English versions are significantly different.
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‘Humourless and nude’: The truth about German holidaymakers, The Telegraph, (February 28, 2017),
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/destinations/europe/germany/articles/german-tourists-the-stereotypes-and-thetruth/.
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The English version of the Red Bull blog (above)

The German version of the Red Bull blog (above)
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The English text reads “(Title) On Record: First Woman to Travel to 196 Countries
(Text) Cassie De Pecol became the first and fastest woman to visit every sovereign nation
in the world, but her biggest challenge is still ahead.”50 However, the German version
reads “(Title) This is the woman, who visited 196 Countries! (Text) Cassie De Pecol is
the first woman, who visited every sovereign nation in such a short amount of time but
her biggest challenge is still ahead.”51 The German version is correct, the English version
is not.
48.!When defendant ended her trip in February 2017 she appeared on CNN,52 NBC,53 and
Headline News54 with claims of being the first woman to travel to every country (see
screenshots below). She got press pieces in outlets like Forbes,55 Popsugar,56 Travel +
Leisure,57 all claiming the same. Significant press from much of the world echoed the
“first woman to travel to every country” claim. That claim certainly did not come from
Guinness World Records, so it clearly originated from defendant. After the “first woman”
claim was very poorly received online in early February, defendant later seemed to
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switch occasionally to the “first documented women” claim which, again, the travel
community strongly disputed and was never certified by Guinness World Records or any
record or travel organization.

NBC News correspondent Jenna Bush Hager introducing the Cassie De Pecol story on March 14, 2017.58 The NBC
News banner states that De Pecol is the “first woman to travel to every country in the world.” De Pecol is not the
first woman to travel to every country in the world.
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Meet Cassie De Pecol, first woman on record to travel alone to every country in the world, TODAY, (March 14,
2017), https://www.today.com/video/meet-cassie-de-pecol-first-woman-on-record-to-travel-alone-to-every-countryin-the-world-897455683591.
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Headline News correspondent Michaela Pereira tweets out to watch the story about the “FIRST woman to visit
every country in the world.” Defendant is not the first woman to visit every country in the world.

49.!Stefan Krasowski founded a popular Facebook group for people who have traveled to
every country and those who aspire to travel to every country. According to The New
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York Times, Krasowski is a points and miles expert.59 His blog is called Rapid Travel
Chai. He is currently a member of the Travelers Century Club (TCC) board.60 As he
personally knows women like Audrey Walsworth who traveled to every country well
before February 2017, he was concerned by the press he was seeing regarding De Pecol.
On February 15, 2017, he tweeted “The Women Who Have Traveled to Every Country in
the World (Media Fact-Checking Guide)” and included a link to his blog.61 The following
are images from that blog post:

Here one can see the claims made by De Pecol as of February 15, 2017. None of the claims were verified by anyone
in the traveling community, Guinness World Records or any travel certification organization.
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Jamie Lauren Keiles, The Man Who Turned Credit-Card Points Into An Empire, THE NEW YORK TIMES,
(January 5, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/01/05/magazine/points-guy-travel-rewards.html.
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Stefan Krasowski, The Women Who Have Traveled To Every Country in the World (Media Fact-Checking
Guide), RAPID TRAVEL CHAI, (February 15, 2017) https://rapidtravelchai.boardingarea.com/women-traveledevery-country-world/.
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Krasowski highlights here that De Pecol is intentionally working to dismiss the female travelers who went before
her.

And here one can see that Krasowski believes, like Travelers United, that De Pecol was specifically feeding news
organizations deceptive and misleading claims that she was the first woman to travel to every country, then walking
back if anyone corrected her to “first documented” even though she was unable to define what that meant with
Krasowski. As he notes in his blog, none of his contacts in the travel verification organizations certified any of her
claims.

After tweeting out this information, De Pecol first tweeted back at him multiple times
stating, in three tweets, “If there’s a woman who has traveled to every country and who
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has the proof to show it, I’d love to see and I’d be very proud of them. But as of now,
there’s none.”62 Audrey Walsworth and Nina Sedano both told Travelers United that they
had reached out to defendant. Defendant knew of their existence and purposefully
ignored them despite this misleading tweet.63
50.!After she posted the above three tweets, and many others, she blocked Krasowski on
Twitter. She never joined his Facebook group, by far the most popular Facebook group
dedicated to people who have traveled to every country in the world. She then responded
to women who were tweeting about how De Pecol is not the first woman to travel to
every country stating on twitter “never claimed to be the first woman but the first
“documented” woman. A.K.A. Proof to back it up”64

Here defendant states she never claimed she was the first woman, but the first “documented” woman.
Information on her own website at the time promoted her as the first woman to travel to every country
and she promoted stories that simply said first woman to the top of her press room. Only when people
dispute her claims, does she come out with modifiers such as “documented.” Defendant continues this
misleading and deceptive behavior today.
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Stefan Krasowski, The Women Who Have Traveled To Every Country in the World (Media Fact-Checking
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64
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51.!After Krasowski’s post went up, another popular travel blogger followed with another
similar piece. Gary Leff, who runs the View from the Wing blog and was named a Top
Travel Expert by Conde Nast Traveler, wrote on his blog February 17, 2017 “FAKE
NEWS: Cassie DePecol Not Actually First Woman to Travel to Every Country in the
World?” He wrote that when he saw defendant get an incredible amount of press for
being the first woman to visit every country in the world, he simply didn’t believe it as it
seemed unbelievable that a woman hadn’t done this yet. He wrote how indeed it was not
correct to write that she was the first woman to visit every country. The piece then goes
on to echo what Krasowski wrote on Rapid Travel Chai and state that “there is no need
for her achievement to diminish the accomplishments of other women who have come
before her.”65
52.!Slightly after these posts went on the internet, the Women’s Travel Fest occurred in New
Orleans from March 3-5, 2017. Defendant was a featured speaker with her claim of being
the “First Documented Woman to Visit Every Country in the World.” Travelers United
spoke with people who attended the event. They stated that it was pointed out to De Pecol
at the event that defendant was not the first woman to travel to every country documented
or not. Defendant allegedly appeared upset, left and has never returned to a travel
conference.
53.!De Pecol continued to relentlessly push the “first documented woman to travel to every
country” narrative to reporters even though not one person in the well-traveled American
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Gary Leff, FAKE NEWS: Cassie DePecol Not Actually First Woman to Travel to Every Country in the World?
VIEW FROM THE WING, https://viewfromthewing.com/fake-news-cassie-depecol-not-actually-first-womantravel-every-country-world/ (last visited April 29, 2021).
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community or any third-party organization had confirmed defendant’s claim. On April
24, 2017 she made Forbes update an article about her. Forbes writes:
“4/24/17 Update: This headline of this story was changed to reflect that Cassie De
Pecol was the first “woman on record” to visit every country on earth. De Pecol
clarified her achievement in the following statement: “I am the ‘first
woman/female on record’ and ‘first documented woman/female’ to have traveled
to every Sovereign Nation. The key facts in my statements being ‘on record’ and
‘documented.’ I collected copious amounts of legitimized evidence from every
Sovereign Nation I visited during my travels and submitted that evidence to
Guinness World Records to break two records: the first for ‘Fastest Time to
Travel to All Sovereign Countries;’ and the second for ‘Fastest Time to Travel to
All Sovereign Countries (female)’ I am unaware that any other female has
documented her travels to every Sovereign Nation, let alone with the rapidity with
which I accomplished the feat. Guinness World Records is also unaware of any
other female who has documented her similar travels (otherwise they would not
have given me the two awards).”66
As previously stated, De Pecol was well aware of the female travelers who went before
her. Walsworth and Sedano both said that they contacted De Pecol. De Pecol ignored
their accomplishments so she could push her own false narrative to gain more social
media followers and be more successful as an influencer. Guinness World Records
explicitly stated that this was not a record for the first female to visit every country but
rather that this was an award for quickest travel to every country by speed.67 Sedano and
Walsworth both stated to Travelers United that they did not travel for speed, they traveled
to see each country. Since they were never in a speed contest to race through the world’s
airports, they never would have paid Guinness World Records to certify their travels.
Sedano did, however, have her travels verified by third-party travel verification site
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NomadMania. De Pecol never had her travel verified by NomadMania, likely because she
would not be able to certify her travels with them as they do not count airport visits as a
visit to the country.
54.!Travelers United spoke with dozens of well-traveled people, people who work in extreme
travel and members of the TCC, NomadMania and Most Traveled People before filing
this complaint. Travelers United could not find one well-traveled American who believed
that De Pecol was the first woman or the first documented woman to travel to every
country. People in the extreme travel world expressed concern that since defendant was
the first woman who ever was bold enough to publicly lie to the press about her travel
accomplishments, she was able to block out anyone that disputed any of her claims on
social media. This allowed her to echo her false claims on Instagram where, because of
her large following, the press and public seemed to believe the claims as if they were the
truth. The well-traveled people Travelers United spoke with noted that De Pecol had been
making claims about being the “first woman” or the “first documented woman” for quite
a while despite numerous people in the travel community correcting her since 2015. In
2015, before she started her travels, defendant went to the World Domination Summit, a
conference, stood on stage and declared she would be the first documented woman to
every country,68 a claim that was already impossible because it had already been
accomplished. Since then people in the travel community said they had attempted to
correct her in person, via email or online through social media. She blocked anyone on
social media who disagreed with her, ignored emails or responded with insults back. De
Pecol responded to people who tried to correct her or point out the women who went
68

World Domination Summit, Cassie De Pecol 2018 Speaker,
https://worlddominationsummit.com/speaker/cassie-de-pecol (last visited March 8, 2022).
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before her by calling them haters or saying they were jealous. She wrote on August 31,
2017 at 3:05pm on Twitter “The hate that I receive from fellow travelers and bloggers =
fuel to my fire to live the best life possible.”69 About an hour later at 4:35pm she wrote
“I’m not giving them credit individually, but rather as a whole, describing them as the
meaningless ants at which they are.”70 Fifteen minutes later she wrote “They need to
know their worth, which is nothing”71 She then wrote “They’re envious of my
achievements and miserable that they can’t compete.”72
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55.!Defendant then went to the press saying people were being mean to her online.73
Travelers United has no doubt that some people were likely being cruel online for no
reason as that is an unfortunate situation for women who participate in social media,
73

Kirrily Schwarz, Cassie de Pecol has travelled to every country on Earth, but questions are being asked,
NEWS.COM.AU, https://www.news.com.au/travel/travel-updates/travel-stories/cassie-de-pecol-has-travelled-toevery-country-on-earth-but-we-have-some-questions/news-story/618c87cee38b4ff3ae55b57feecf89e1 (last visited
March 8, 2022).
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however looking through Twitter today most of the tweets from 2017 that are currently
visible are people telling her that she was not the first woman to travel to every country,
questioning why she spent such little time in each country or wondering why she was
trying to spread a message of sustainability when she was racing around the world on
airplanes. All legitimate questions that the defendant clearly did not want to answer.
56.!Defendant claimed she had friends in the extreme travel community and insinuated they
supported her claims. In one email, later published online, defendant wrote “I’m friends
with Lee [Abbamonte], and many other men who have been to every country…”74 That is
quite contrary to what Abbamonte himself said. Lee Abbamonte is an American travel
blogger and influencer who has traveled to every country and who has almost completed
the entire TCC list.75 He currently has an Instagram account with 92,600 followers. He
has been active in the extreme travel community for over a decade. Abbamonte was
asked about defendant in March of 2017 on the Counting Countries podcast hosted by
Ric Gazarian. This is what Abbamonte had to say:
“Before she started this… I got an email from her back in like, I
guess it was 2015, I don’t even know, I still have it, and she was
telling me what she wanted to do… I’ve never spoken to her but I
have emailed her both before and after. You know it’s funny
before she told me she was going to become the, uh, first woman
to go to every country and I rem – I still have the email, I actually
emailed her back, there has been at least three or four that have
done it, and I know a couple of them and I never actually got a
response after that email back in 2015… Then she got a lot of
press…along the way I think she rubbed a lot of people the wrong
way and she handled things poorly and she would become defiant
and kind of attack people and then she would block people if they
would call her out on social media… I think, uh, she might of
gotten a little drunk on the attention and maybe overstated what
74
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she did with the first woman thing. Now she is saying first
documented women which to me is kind of even worse to be
honest because it is disingenuous at best and at worst it is
completely false.”76
57.!Defendant continues to make misleading and deceptive statements that she has a
Guinness World Record for being the first woman to travel to every country on her
multiple social media channels. Guinness World Records never gave her a record for
being the first woman to visit every country. Here are just three examples. One from
2017 on Twitter77, one from 2019 on Twitter78 and the later from 2021 on TikTok.79
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This is a deceptive tweet on Twitter from February 15, 2017. Forbes later issued four corrections related to
this one article.
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This is a deceptive Tweet defendant retweeted on February 2, 201980 that says she has a world record for
“the first documented woman to visit all 196 sovereign countries in the world.” Defendant does not have a
world record as the first documented women to visit all 196 sovereign countries.
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This is her deceptive response to a TikTok comment on January 15, 2021.81 She never received a Guinness
World Record for being the “first woman on record.”

81

Cassiedepecol, Comment to Welcome to 196 countries TikTok, TIKTOK (April 29, 2021, 8:28 PM)
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58.!On May 22, 2017, Janice Lintz, an attorney, Travelers Century Club (TCC) member and
journalist wrote a piece for The Huffington Post titled “Is The Media Spreading Fake
News?” Lintz wrote “We seem to live in a world where someone can declare something
and the claim becomes a headline.”82 The piece details the women who have actually
traveled to every country on earth long before De Pecol and the problems of media
outlets parroting De Pecol’s claims. Guinness World Records confirmed to Lintz that
they never certified De Pecol as the first woman to travel to every country. Guinness,
through Sofia Rocher, Public Relations Coordinator for Guinness World Records North
America, Inc., stated:
“One of the requirements for categories to be recognized as Guinness
World Records titles is that the record needs to be breakable. Therefore,
a record for the first woman to visit every country would not be
recognized by our company since it wouldn’t be breakable by other
individuals.”
59.!The Huffington Post piece details how Lintz asked De Pecol questions she viewed as
challenging, which was different than the other puff pieces journalists wrote about
Defendant. De Pecol did not like being asked tough questions. While the piece was being
written, De Pecol legally threatened Lintz via email stating “You should not go forward
with anything having to do with me unless and until the matter is resolved to my
satisfaction. You should not communicate with me, but rather, direct any and all further
communications to Attorney Grimes, copying the other members of his firm. Cassie.”83
60.!Defendant aggressively pursued press, sending them misleading and deceptive
information about her being the first woman to travel to every country, pushing the
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stories that promoted her as the “first woman to travel to every country” to the top of her
list of news stories on her website and threatening press when they wrote anything
negative about her. A TravelPulse columnist wrote on February 22, 2017, that
defendant’s claims to have visited 196 sovereign nations means that she hasn’t traveled to
places like Antarctica and highlighting how “even Ms. De Pecol hasn’t been
everywhere.” De Pecol did not travel to Antarctica as part of her race to every country
for Guinness World Records. An interesting editor’s note at the top suggests De Pecol
strongly did not like the suggestion that she hadn’t been everywhere. De Pecol got
TravelPulse to issue the following Editor’s Note:
“In writing this column, the author misidentified some facts about Cassie De
Pecol after about her exploits and failing to confirm with her directly. It was never
the purpose of this column to attack Ms. De Pecol nor minimize her considerable
efforts, but simply to point out even the most well-traveled among us have
destinations and experiences to search out. We’d like to thank her for reaching out
to TravelPulse in order to correct the matter. Both the author and the editorial
staff would like to sincerely apologize and encourage our readers to not only
check out Cassie’s website/blog but also to follow in her footsteps by getting out
there and seeing the world for yourselves.”84
61.!After Lintz’ Huffington Post piece came out, numerous news stories were corrected. The
“First Woman” claims were often replaced by the actual Guinness World Record of
“Fastest Woman” and “Fastest Person to visit all sovereign nations,” a legitimate and
accurate correction. Travelers United finds it very unfortunate that De Pecol did not just
stick to her true and very impressive legitimate claim of being at the time the fastest
woman – and person – to travel to every country according to Guinness World Records.
De Pecol unfortunately warped her legitimate claim into misleading and deceptive claims
in an attempt to erase women’s history for her own financial benefit.
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62.!Some news outlets at the time, however, instead of correcting their stories accurately to
the “fastest person to visit all countries” unfortunately instead added one of De Pecol’s
commonly used modifiers to her original claim of being the first woman. NBC News
updated their De Pecol piece to “Meet Cassie De Pecol, first woman on record to travel
alone to every country in the world.” Guinness World Records never certified her as the
first woman to travel alone to every country in the world. No travel organization certified
that De Pecol traveled to every country alone. Travelers Century Club, Most Traveled
People and NomadMania all told Travelers United that NBC News never contacted them
to verify this claim. Nina Sedano, the German woman who wrote a best-selling book
about traveling to every country before De Pecol even began her trip, also said NBC
News never contacted her. Before filing this complaint, Travelers United spoke with
dozens of extremely well-traveled Americans and people who worked in the American
travel industry to ask where this NBC News claim could have originated from. No one
knew. So where was NBC News getting this information from? The only source of this
information was likely De Pecol herself.
63.!Defendant, by May 2017, was getting criticism for her “first woman to travel to every
country” claim, in addition to her “first documented woman to travel to every country
claim” so to some outlets it appears she spun to “first woman on record to travel alone to
every country on earth” with the alone being the new modifier. Merriam-Webster
Dictionary defines alone as “separated from others.”85 Defendant’s social media posts
certainly do not suggest she was separated from others in her travels. In a TikTok video
posted on February 27, 2021, she states “The border crossing from Israel to Palestine was
85

Merriam-Webster, Alone, WWW.MERRIAM-WEBSTER.COM, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/alone (last visited April 29, 2021).
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a really sad, scary and time-consuming experience to endure as a foreigner, let alone as a
local Palestinian. I entered with my friend who was a Palestinian.”86 In addition to
traveling with friends, she talks about using guides and staying with hosts. The concept of
generally traveling solo as a woman may be shocking to some, but not to the women who
already traversed the globe well before defendant. Nina Sedano, the German woman who
has traveled to every country, had her travels certified by a travel organization and wrote
three books about her world travels, was interviewed by the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitung in 2014. They asked “Sie reisen alleine. Warum?” (You travel alone. Why?) She
responds, “Wenn man mit einem Partner reist, konzentriert man sich ja meist
aufeinander. Alleine lernt man überall und standing Leute kennen.” (When you travel
with a partner, you concentrate on each other. Traveling alone allows you to meet people
everywhere.”)87
64.!Aside from defendant admitting she traveled with others in her social media posts, certain
countries such as Bhutan, Turkmenistan and North Korea forbid people traveling on an
American passport from entering alone. Travelers United reached out to Koryo Tours,
one of the largest providers of tours to North Korea, and asked them about defendant’s
claims. Koryo’s General Manager, Simon Cockerell, stated that in terms of American
travel to North Korea between 2010 and 2017 “travel alone wasn’t possible, and nothing
solo or unplanned at all.”88
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65.!Though it was not possible to travel as an American alone to every country between 2015
to 2017, defendant likely asserted that she did to gain press and get more Instagram
followers. What she likely did do is travel generally solo, joining up with friends, hosts,
guides and tours when it was convenient or necessary. Women like Nina Sedano,
however, did that long before her, and Sedano’s accomplishments were even noted in
major press such as the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung.89 Before Sedano, Walsworth
traveled independently, often meeting up with friends or groups along the way, and long
before the convenience of the internet.
66.!Defendant clearly wanted to create a narrative that she was doing something uniquely
dangerous that no woman had done before. Defendant likely calculated that made a better
narrative for obtaining social media followers than simply being honest about setting an
impressive record in traveling to every country the fastest. Yet many women had traveled
across the world before and solo. There is an incredible amount of misinformation and
over-exaggeration of the dangers of travel in defendant’s social media posts. In the first
North Korea video she posted on TikTok, she stated in the comments she “almost did not
get out” of North Korea.90 In the video itself, she says “I’m a US citizen and I traveled
alone the same year Otto Warmbier was detained. I went through a tour agency in
Beijing, one of only two at the time offering tours to US citizens.” Simon Cockerell of
Koryo tours told Travelers United that there were somewhere between twenty to thirty
tour companies in Beijing that Americans could have joined to go to North Korea
between 2010 and 2017. He stressed, though, no American was going alone, as they were
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all joining an organized tour group. Defendant made two TikTok videos and three
YouTube videos about her travels to North Korea that included claims like a guard telling
her “We are coming for you America.”91 The videos contain significant misinformation
about how Americans were allowed to travel around North Korea at the time. The
internet, however, loves North Korea content.92 Travelers United is concerned that people
in the business of content creation, who use their videos to acquire more and more social
media followers, so they can then turn to advertise and sell goods to those followers,
should be truthful with their statements because these statements are the first step in
acquiring new people to sell things to. The Nas Daily video that was released March 3,
2021 on YouTube opens by saying “This is the first woman in the world to visit every
single country alone. Yes! Every single country by herself – including North Korea!”93
67.!Defendant clearly has a history of producing her own content that is inaccurate and she
also has a history providing press misleading and deceptive claims about her travels.
Additionally, Travelers United is concerned because she provided misleading, deceptive
and false statements about her travel goals when she was seeking funding for
sponsorships to begin her travels. She knew unquestionably at the time that she was not
the first woman to travel to every country94 when she began her trip in 2015. De Pecol
was widely profiled for raising $188,000 from sponsors for her trip.95 Unfortunately,
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according to her own website, she obtained that money through misleading and deceptive
statements saying that she would be the “first woman to travel to every country.”
Defendant lied to her investors and sponsors in order to receive money for her trip.
68.!Recently defendant was the featured guest on popular YouTube show, The Iced Coffee
Hour. The show features Graham Stephan and Jack Selby as they talk to guests about
topics related to money. Graham Stephan has 3.71 Million YouTube subscribers and is a
popular social media figure on many channels, particularly YouTube, where he talks
about money, investments, real estate, cars, Bitcoin, etc. De Pecol was featured on the
September 6, 2020 episode of The Iced Coffee Hour with the headline “How to travel the
ENTIRE world for $10,000 | Cassie De Pecol.”96 On the show, De Pecol tells of how she
personally saved $10,000 for her trip but managed to get $188,000 by reaching out to
investors and sponsors. Stephan showed her book, which states the misleading and
deceptive claim, on the table for the entire interview. At 48:47 in the interview, Stephan
asks “How do you get sponsors and investors?” and later at 49:14 asks “What is the
return on investment?” Defendant answers “for a lot of these investors just honestly, to be
completely honest, they wanted to give to a young girl who was going after like a
humanitarian thing who didn’t have any money and who was working really hard…it was
a philanthropic thing. Also I was like I will promote you like I’ll, and they were like NO
I’m a private investor.” And Stephan jokes “NO. YOU DO NOT MENTION MY NAME
EVER. NO PAPERWORK.” Unfortunately for defendant, there is documentation of
what De Pecol was promoting to these people by what was listed on her website at the
time. She was seeking money, sponsors and brand partnerships by making misleading
96
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and deceptive statements that she would be “the first woman to travel to every country in
the world.” As archived and still accessible on the WayBack Machine website (a site that
archives websites across the internet), De Pecol’s branding and advertising page appeared
as the following on February 12, 2017:

69.!Were someone to click on the sponsorship deck, they would see the following image:
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Defendant very clearly here makes misleading, deceptive and fraudulent statements that she is “the First
Woman to travel to every country in the World” hoping to attract brand partnerships and sponsors. She also
claims to have traveled to North Korea alone as an American woman. This was not possible.
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70.!De Pecol obtained sponsors and big money based off of her main deceptive and
misleading claim of being the first woman to visit every country, and those sponsors
often repeat her false and misleading claims. These brands obviously think they are
promoting women’s achievement along with their own brand and they do not realize that
De Pecol has worked incredibly hard to erase other women’s accomplishments for her
own financial benefit. Being an influencer is a relatively new job that exists due to the
surge in social media use in the past ten years. De Pecol does not have any recent known
employment other than promoting products on her social media channels in exchange for
money. It is in her financial best interest to get her follower count as high as possible so
she can get the biggest brand deals possible. Defendant has clearly exaggerated and lied
about her travel accomplishments in violation of the CPPA. Every brand that repeats
those claims is also in violation of the CPPA.
71.!Red Bull makes a popular energy drink. They also sponsor many adventure athletes. It is
unclear what De Pecol’s financial relationship with Red Bull is. The German website for
Red Bull featuring De Pecol noted that she went to every country the fastest (see
paragraph 47) yet the English, French and Portuguese Red Bull blogs claimed she was
the first woman to travel to every country. Red Bull then promoted their Cassie De Pecol
story on their social media. Cassie De Pecol retweeted the stories from Red Bull France
(in French),97 Red Bull Portugal (in Portuguese),98 Red Bull Ireland99 and Red Bull
UK.100 Not surprisingly, De Pecol never tweeted the Red Bull story in German. The
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German Red Bull story was the only one that was correct. It did not anything about her
being the first woman to every country, it only mentioned that she was the fastest person
to every country. Clearly the German speakers at Red Bull knew De Pecol’s claim was
not true and they did not publish it. These Red Bull tweets were all viewed from the
District. To knowingly lie in advertisements in order to attempt to impress more potential
customers is a violation of the District’s CPPA.

De Pecol retweeted this Red Bull UK tweet titled “Meet @CassieDePecol – the first woman to travel to 196
countries…” De Pecol is not the first woman to travel to 196 countries.
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72.!Women’s Wear Daily wrote on January 30, 2018 “Venus Adds Facial Hair Removal to its
Women’s Assortment The first woman to travel to all 196 countries, Cassie De Pecol, is
joining Venus as an ambassador to help introduce three new items retailers expect will
jolt the women’s hair removal business.”101 Again, De Pecol is not the first woman to
travel to all 196 countries. This is a misleading and deceptive claim being used here to
sell Venus hair removal products in violation of the District Consumer Protection
Procedures Act.

Cassie De Pecol’s Instagram post from February 13, 2018 promoting Venus razors.
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Venus promoted De Pecol on its brand’s Instagram page on March 8, 2018 (above) as well as on February 14, 2018,
February 2, 2018, March 25, 2018, April 24, 2018 and May 21, 2018. Many of these posts contain a link to De
Pecol’s Instagram account.

73.!Quest Nutrition is a protein and energy bar company. Cassie De Pecol was hired by Quest
as an influencer. She did a takeover of the official Quest Nutrition Instagram account
60

(@questnutrition) where they saved her stories at the top of their brand’s page. She states
“Hi Everyone! My name is Cassie De Pecol and I’m the first woman on record to travel
every country in the world… I am so excited to be working with Quest for On a Quest.”
She uses the Quest Instagram account to show her eating Quest nutrition bars and gives
customers a coupon code.

Quest Nutrition’s official brand Instagram page (@questnutrition) has a Cassie Takeover on its saved Instagram
stories. There De Pecol repeats her false claim that she is the first woman on record to travel every country in the
world and she is shown using and promoting Quest products.
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74.!De Pecol further promoted Quest products on her Instagram account (@cassiedepecol).
De Pecol put a link directly to Quest products in her Instagram account on June 21, 2021.
Counsel for Travelers United, who lives and works in the District, was able to use her
own personal Instagram account to click on De Pecol’s Instagram link to Quest bars
promotion on Amazon where she purchased the bars from Quest’s Amazon page and had
them sent to her house in the District. She spent $10.22 after Prime Day discounts on the
linked product – Quest Nutrition – High Protein, 2.12 Ounce Bars, 12 Count. These
Instagram links, which can be the creation of people with totally fake claims, can clearly
be used to influence and directly impact the sale of products in the District. These Quest
protein bars, that the company promoted as being used by the “first woman on record to
travel every country in the world” were not in fact used by the actual first woman on
record to travel to every country in the world and thus were sold in violation of the
District’s CPPA.
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Cassie De Pecol used her Instagram stories to promote the sale of Quest Nutrition products on June 21, 2021.
Nowhere does she note that this is an advertisement or that she is getting free product or paid in exchange for this
post.
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A consumer in the District on June 21, 2021 could use De Pecol’s link directly from her Instagram story to be taken
to this Quest Nutrition page on Amazon.
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That link would then take a consumer to purchase Quest bars on Amazon. Counsel for Travelers United was able to
successfully purchase these bars using De Pecol’s link on June 21, 2021 and have them delivered to her house in
Washington, D.C.

75.!De Pecol has likely either worked for or been given many free stays by Marriott
International, Inc. Again, this is highly unclear because she does not post if she is paid or
being given a free stay when she promotes the hotel on her social media. Marriott
International, Inc. is a hotel company with 7,642 properties around the world. The
Marriott headquarters is in Bethesda, Maryland. Many residents of the District work at or
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stay at Marriott hotels. On October 21, 2021 and October 14, 2021 she posted on
Instagram from The Ritz-Carlton, Denver. On October 5, 2021, July 26, 2021 and July
22, 2021 she posted from El Mangroove Hotel, Autograph Collection. On October 25,
2019 she posted from the Boulder Marriott. On September 14, 2019, September 12, 2019
and September 11, 2019 she posted from The Ritz-Carlton, Bachelor Gulch. On
December 13, 2018 (twice) and December 11, 2018 she posted from The Ritz-Carlton,
Lake Tahoe. On November 4, 2018 she posted from The Ritz-Carlton Orlando, Grande
Lakes. On August 9, 2018 and August 10, 2018 she posted from the Renaissance Boulder
Flatiron Hotel. On March 18, 2018, March 1, 2018, February 28, 2018 and February 26,
2018 she posted from The Ritz-Carlton Half Moon Bay. On, November 8, 2019 she
posted on her blog a four-paragraph review of how amazing the Boulder Marriott is.102
All of these are Marriott International Hotels. In each of these posts, she talks about how
great the hotel is, she tags the hotel as her location and she usually posts numerous photos
of the hotel. These posts do not say they are an advertisement. Defendant does not say if
she is being gifted these rooms. Consumers are obviously unlikely to know if this is an
advertisement, which it likely is, because defendant and Marriott do not mention anything
about these posts being advertised, sponsored or gifted. This is a violation of FTC
influencer guidelines and it is a violation of the District’s CPPA.
76.!These brands, like much of the press before, are either doing no fact-checking or are
purposefully ignoring the truthful information such as Lintz’ Huffington Post article that
prominently exist online, clearly going into elaborate detail about how defendant is not
the first woman to travel to every country. The brands want to sell the message of
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women’s empowerment and defendant seems like someone who will sell that message on
behalf of their brand, regardless of whether or not her claims are true. In 2019, De Pecol
produced four video ads for Go Daddy. Go Daddy is a publicly traded internet domain
registrar and web hosting company headquartered in Scottsdale, Arizona. Go Daddy
revenue for 2019 was 2.988 billion dollars. They clearly have enough money for lawyers
and fact checkers to review the advertisements they are releasing, but either those people
were never called in to review De Pecol’s content or her content was purposefully
ignored. Go Daddy knew or should have known to have lawyers and fact checkers review
influencer created content to make sure it was factual and compliant with advertising
laws; however they clearly in the case of defendant never had anyone review the content.
On May 28, 2019, De Pecol posted a video she made for Go Daddy, to her Instagram,
Facebook and Twitter accounts. According to her rates in paragraph 22, cross-posting one
post to all of her social media channels cost Go Daddy $7,000. Defendant made four
video ads with Go Daddy so likely she made at least $28,000 according to her own
posted rates. As mentioned previously, defendant intensely clung to media that declared
her the first woman to travel to every country, even if those articles were later corrected,
altered or completely taken down. In this Go Daddy ad, she used footage, and framed the
still photo, to the original NBC News footage whose banner state “Meet the first woman
to travel to every country in the world.” NBC News removed this banner after Lintz’s
article and updated their piece in May 2017. She knew the NBC News piece had been
corrected two years before to remove her claim of being the first woman but she
intentionally saved and used the removed footage from the original clip with her false
claim of being the “First woman to travel to every country in the world” in 2019. She
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clearly thought she could get away with pushing this deceptive claim, using retracted
footage, in a Go Daddy ad. Go Daddy released the advertisement on their own social
media channels as well which were all visible to residents of the District. Making
deceptive and misleading advertisements, purposefully using old news footage that was
since corrected, for the purpose of selling products is a violation of DC’s CPPA.

Defendant purposefully framed the old, rather than corrected, NBC story in a Go Daddy ad. The “Meet the first
woman to travel to every country in the world” banner was removed by NBC in May 2017, yet defendant used it in
this Go Daddy advertisement in May 2019.

77.!De Pecol attempted to feature her sponsors in the press as much as possible without any
mention of the relationship in the news pieces. Quark Expeditions sponsored defendant’s
trip to Antarctica. Krav Maga and Artisan Bags also sponsored her. She was able to get
all three of them in the CNN piece shown below which claims she is the first woman to
visit every country on earth. None of these relationships were made clear and whether she
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was being paid by, or received gifts from the sponsors was not mentioned. The inaccurate
CNN video is still unfortunately running.

Defendant worked to make sure the companies that paid her ended up in her misleading and deceptive press pieces.
The CNN piece does not disclose she had relationships with any of these companies.

78.!Defendant not only lied to investors and sponsors by telling them she was the first
woman to travel to every country on earth when she was not, but she also misled and
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deceived press even years on about her accomplishments. De Pecol’s consistent false
travel claims may be viewed as some as a trivial issue but they negatively impact serious
discussions in America today. De Pecol was unfortunately interviewed for a New York
Times piece titled “Adventurous. Alone. Attacked” that profiled women traveling alone
and the challenges they face. Most women in the piece report being sexually assaulted
though De Pecol does not. The piece reads “For Cassie DePecol, 29, … traveling alone
means having a long list of precautions. The Connecticut-born activist practices Krav
Maga, an Israeli self-defense technique. She carries a GPS tracker”… “Some of these
might sound extreme,” she said. “But I attribute having safely traveled to 196 countries
alone to these specific procedures.” Interestingly, they are also the products of two
companies that sponsored defendant (see image in paragraph 69). De Pecol was paid by
Krav Maga International as well as Spot LLC, which makes GPS trackers. De Pecol is
essentially telling readers – use my sponsors and you won’t be raped. As defendant stated
in her 2018 press kit (see paragraph 22), “setting Cassie apart from the rest is her passion
and ability to secure media attention for the brands she works with.” Clearly even when
the topic is sexual assault, defendant does not stop promoting the brands that are paying
her.
79.!The New York Times never disclosed to readers that these companies paid De Pecol, as it
is highly likely De Pecol never disclosed this to The New York Times. Interestingly – and
importantly – this entire piece’s coverage of De Pecol shows that even the American
paper of record103 had a hard time distinguishing what amongst De Pecol’s selfaggrandizing claims was true and what was false. The paper updated and corrected its
103

Britannica, The New York Times, (last visited April 29, 2021 10:15 PM) https://www.britannica.com/topic/TheNew-York-Times.
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story several times from the original. On March 25, 2019 at 8:56pm EST it originally
read “For Cassie DePecol, 29, who in 2017 claimed the title of the first woman to visit
every country.”104 Two days later on March 27, 2019 at 1:19pm EST that line was
changed to “For Cassie DePecol, 29, who in 2017 claimed the Guinness World Record as
the first woman on record to travel to every country.”105 By 4:12pm EST on April 2, 2019
it was changed yet again to “For Cassie De Pecol, 29, who holds the Guinness World
Record for ‘the fastest time to visit all sovereign countries.’” With this update, a
correction was issued. Both the correction and the final claim of De Pecol’s are still false.
The final description of De Pecol is “For Cassie De Pecol, 29, who holds the Guinness
World Record for ‘the fastest time to visit all sovereign nations,’…” but by the time this
article came out in March 25, 2019, Taylor Demonbreun had that record. The correction,
issued on April 2, 2019, states: “An earlier version of this article referred incorrectly to
Cassie DePecol’s Guinness World Record. It is for the fastest time to visit all sovereign
nations, not merely the first woman on record to travel to all countries.” The merely
needs to be stricken from the correction. De Pecol has no record, at all, despite her
numerous assertions and insinuations that she does, about being the first woman on
record to travel to all countries. Allowing a woman, who is known among the traveling
community to make misleading and deceptive statements to be included in such an article
creates a dangerous narrative for American women. Women do unfortunately have
unique issues while traveling and one is being attacked and assaulted. Those stories
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The Way Back Machine, The New York Times - Adventurous, Alone, Attacked. WWW.ARCHIVE.ORG/, (last
visited May 1, 2021)
https://web.archive.org/web/20190325205645/https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/travel/solo-female-travel.html.
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The Way Back Machine, The New York Times - Adventurous, Alone, Attacked. WWW.ARCHIVE.ORG/, (last
visited May 1, 2021)
https://web.archive.org/web/20190327041042/https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/travel/solo-female-travel.html.
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should be believed. Quoting a woman who is known to lie in telling her travel story is
dangerous.
80.!If The New York Times can be deceived, clearly anyone can. Why have so many reporters
and brands fallen for her claim? Because the claim sells. People want to read soft,
uplifting stories of female accomplishment. Clearly little to no fact-checking is done for
these articles because this is not perceived as hard news. De Pecol knows how to work
the press and how to take great photos, which the press use to get eyeballs on their
articles. With more eyes on the articles, the press can sell more advertisements.
Defendant’s Instagram handle is often included in the press stories. In fact, her Instagram
photos are often embedded directly in online stories. The people who read those stories
then follow De Pecol on Instagram where she then works to influence her followers to
buy certain brands and products, though she almost never discloses what brands are
paying her to do so.
81.!Defendant has a long history of elaborating and making up claims in order to gain
attention. In 2013 she was a contestant on the Discovery Channel reality show Naked and
Afraid. She was left for three weeks on the Panamanian coast with a man, Forrest
Galante, and needed to survive. She did not do well. Forrest Galante did however and he
went on to have a successful career as a conservationist and television personality. He is
now the host of the Animal Planet’s Extinct or Alive and the Discovery Channel’s
Mysterious Creatures with Forrest Galante.106 Galante was asked about his experience
on Naked and Afraid in a Reddit Ask Me Anything (AMA) and stated “I think Cassie
really wanted to challenge herself and take a stab at being a TV personality… I recall one
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Discovery (https://www.discovery.com/dnews/mysteries-of-the-abandoned-returns-to-sciencechannel/mysterious-creatures-with-forrest-galante-myth-animals-adventure-animal-planet-discovery-plus
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of our first nights together and Cassie told me all about how ‘famous’ some of the other
survivalists had become and how she had researched them all, but when I asked her about
the research she had done on survival or Panama, It was nonexistent. To this day I also
believe Cassie has a slightly delusional sense of self accomplishment.”107
82.! Cassie De Pecol wrote a book published by Lioncrest publishing whose title is:
Expedition 196: A Personal Journal from the First Woman on Record to Travel to Every
Country in the World. Travelers United reached out to Lioncrest publishing ten times to
inquire what fact-checking was done for this book. They never responded. The cover has
a quote that says ““They said she couldn’t do it, but..” – Conde Nast Traveler.” This
quote was originally from a Conde Nast Traveler article called “Flying Solo: 12 Women
Who Made Travel History” and the article included De Pecol when originally published
in 2017. De Pecol, however, had any mention of her scrubbed from the article on
February 23, 2021 when the piece was updated with a note “A previous version
incorrectly named the first documented woman to visit all sovereign nations. This
milestone was attributed to Dorothy Pine in 2005, after she visited 192 recognized
countries.”108 There is now no mention of De Pecol in the article yet the quote remains on
the cover of defendant’s book. This book is for sale online through Amazon and Barnes
& Noble online. The book is advertised and sold through those channels to residents of
the District. The false claims in this book, including a featured cover quote from a
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ForrestGallante, Comment to Question on Discovery Channel survivalist Forrest Galante from Naked and Afraid
here, ask me anything. REDDIT (May 2, 2014, 10:24am),
https://www.reddit.com/r/IAmA/comments/23b7tp/discovery_channel_survivalist_forrest_galante/.
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Betsy Blumenthal, Flying Solo: 12 Women Who Made Travel History, CONDE NAST TRAVEL, (March 8,
2017), https://www.cntraveler.com/gallery/amelia-earhart-women-who-made-travel-history.
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magazine article that removed any mention of De Pecol, show that this book is deceptive
and misleading and in violation of the District Consumer Protection Procedures Act.

The only quote on the cover of defendant’s book is from this Conde Nast Traveler article that was updated to
remove any mention of De Pecol. Defendant never removed the quote from the cover of her book.

83.!Defendant is featured in a Spanish language children’s book that she sells signed versions
of on her website. The book is called “Las Chicas van donde Quieren 25 Adventureras
que Cambriaron el Mundo” which translates to English as “Girls Can Reach as Far as
They Want 25 Adventurers Who Changed the World.” Spanish is spoken by 8.8% of
District residents.109 The unsigned version this Spanish language children’s book is
109

Hamutal Bernstein, Julia Gelatt, Devlin Hanson and William Monson, Ten Years of Language Access in
Washington, DC, URBAN INSTITUTE, (April 2014)
https://ohr.dc.gov/sites/default/files/dc/sites/ohr/publication/attachments/Language%20Access%20in%20Washingto
n%20DC%200408%20final.pdf.
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available for sale to District residents through Amazon. A signed version by defendant is
available for sale to District residents directly on defendant’s website. On page 108 of the
book, after giving a bit of history about the Travelers Century Club, it states:
“Cassie De Pecol no solo puede formar parte del Traveler’s Century Club, sino que
podrida fundar su propio club, porque Cassie ha visitado mas de 100 paises, si los ha
visitado todos, y se convirtio en la primera mujer de la historia en consequirlo.” This
translates as “Cassie De Pecol can not only be a part of the Traveler’s Century Club, she
can found her own club, since Cassie has visited more than 100 countries, she has visited
them all!, and she became the first woman in history to do so.” Again, defendant was not
the first woman in history to visit every country. De Pecol promoted this book on her
Instagram stories on March 25, 2021. Defendant knowingly promoted a book with
deceptive information on her Instagram page in order to personally profit in violation of
the District’s CPPA.
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Defendant’s Instagram story from March 25, 2021 where she promotes the book Las Chicas van donde Quieren
25 Adventureras que Cambriaron el Mundo.

84.!Defendant is currently the host of a podcast called “Against the Odds” offered by
Wondery podcasts. The podcast says it “will share thrilling stories of survival.” The
defendant boasted in her Instagram stories on February 28, 2021 (see below). “The
podcast I’m hosting, Against the Odds, is number 7 on the charts in the USA!”
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Cassie De Pecol’s biography on the Wondery podcast’s page states:
“Cassie De Pecol broke two Guinness World Records when she became
the first woman to travel to every country in the world. Before that, she
was a contestant on Discovery Channel’s Naked and Afraid. Cassie
continues to test her limits while striving to break records and barriers.
She’s completed a full 140.6 Ironman-distance race, is currently working
towards obtaining her private pilot’s license and has even been accepted
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to travel to space with Virgin Galactic as part of their commercial space
flight as their first sponsored astronaut.”110

Above is a screenshot of De Pecol’s biography on Wondery. De Pecol is not the first woman to travel to
every country in the world. Virgin Galactic did not confirm that De Pecol had any relationship with the
company.

Again, defendant never received a Guinness World Record for the first woman to travel
to every country. Defendant is not the first woman to travel to every country. De Pecol
was cast as a participant on the reality show Naked and Afraid. Travelers United did
reach out to Ironman, which confirmed that De Pecol actually did complete a full 140.6
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Against the Odds. WWW.WONDERY.COM, (last visit March 7, 2022) https://wondery.com/shows/against-theodds/.
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Ironman-distance race; however Travelers United also reached out to both Virgin
Galactic’s press and American government relations team who would not confirm or
deny that De Pecol had any relationship with the company whatsoever. Wondery
advertises on its podcasts. The podcast and the advertisements on the podcast are
available for District residents to listen to from the streaming platforms Wondery+ app,
Amazon Music and Apple Podcasts, among others. Making false statements, in an
attempt to attract more listeners to have more ears to sell more advertisements to, is a
violation of the District Consumer Protection Procedures Act.
85.!On Season One, Episode Six of the Wondery podcast “Against the Odds,” De Pecol reads
out an advertisement for Noom, a weight loss program, on the podcast. At the 15:18
minute mark in the podcast, she says “it wasn’t until I was 24 that I decided to do my trip
around the world, which the expedition around the world was more kind of career
focused, and less adventure focused, I was looking to break two Guinness World
Records, for the fastest person to travel to every country in the world and also become the
first woman on record to travel to every country in the world.” Again, she won two
Guinness World Records and both were for being the fastest person to travel to every
country in the world. She never won a Guinness World Record for being the first woman
on record to travel to every country in the world. That is a made-up claim of defendant’s
that she uses to promote herself on social media, to get more gigs like this Wondery
podcast which she then uses to promote herself further with false claims with the goal of
getting more social media followers that she can advertise and sell goods to. Wondery’s
website and all of its podcasts are accessible to residents of the District.
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86.!Defendant’s relentless use of her misleading and deceptive claim of being the first
woman to visit every country is at the top of her most prominent social media platforms.
She continues to this day to push the news stories that are still unfortunately up and have
not been corrected about her being the first woman to visit every country, instead of the
news stories that are accurate. Wondery is pushing out the first woman to every country
narrative yet again today in 2022, even though the traveling community seems to have
clearly pointed out this was not true in 2017. A very quick Google search would show
that these claims of De Pecol’s are not true however it is to the benefit of Wondery to
promote De Pecol’s claims as if they are true. She has a large social media following and
thus can hypothetically bring in more listeners who Wondery can use to then sell
advertisement spots, like to Noom. There has thus far been extremely limited
enforcement of Instagram influencer’s false claims so there is little incentive for these
companies to stop this behavior. Travelers United hopes this complaint encourages an
end to this misleading, deceptive and illegal behavior.
87.!Wondery shows that it not only is ignoring the truth, but it is promoting this lie. A
Deadline article basically repeated Wondery’s online biography of De Pecol. The article,
titled “Wondery Launches Adventure Survival Podcast” states “De Pecol broke two
Guinness World Records when she became the first woman to travel to every country in
the world.” Again, De Pecol did not win a Guinness World Record for being the first
woman to travel to every country in the world. It seems either De Pecol or the Wondery
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press team are feeding journalists false information about De Pecol’s
accomplishments. 111
88.!Below are just a few examples of defendant making the misleading, deceptive and untrue
statement that she is the first woman to visit every country since 2020:

Again, De Pecol did not win a Guinness World Record for becoming the first woman to travel to every country in
the world. Still on December 11, 2020 she told that to a reporter for Sheerluxe who put these false claims online.
The entire article has twelve Instagram photos of De Pecol’s with the last line of the article being “Follow
@CassieDePecol on Instagram”112
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Peter White, Emilia Fox True Crime Show; Wondery Survival Story; Rooster Teeth Slate, ‘Valentine’s Day in
Hell’ & Erika Alexander Reparations Series – Podcast Roundup, DEADLINE, (February 11, 2021),
https://deadline.com/2021/02/emilia-fox-wondery-rooster-teeth-valentines-day-in-hell-erika-alexander-1234692423/
112
Sherri Andrew, My Life As an Explorer: Cassie De Pecol, SHEERLUXE, (December 11, 2020),
https://sheerluxe.com/culture/travel/my-life-explorer-cassie-de-pecol.
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Here is defendant’s biography for her speaking engagement at Cloudfest 2021,113 a cloud computing conference. Per
her rates posted in paragraph 22, she is likely being paid $18,000 for this talk. The headline is “Cassie De Pecol First
Woman to Travel Every Country in the World.” She says she is “Considered the most prolific travelers of her time,
Cassie holds two Guinness World Records for traveling to every country in the world alone (196+ countries).”
Again, defendant won a Guinness World Records speed record for the fastest time to visit every country and she
held that award from 2017-2018. She never won a Guinness World Record for traveling to every country alone.
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Cassie De Pecol Invites you to CloudFest 2021, CLOUDFEST, (March 5, 2021),
https://hostingjournalist.com/cassie-de-pecol-invites-you-to-cloudfest-2021/.
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This is from a TikTok video defendant posted on November 3, 2020.114 The first line she makes the
misleading, deceptive and untrue statement that she “became the first woman to travel every country”
114

Cassiedepecol, TIKTOK, (November 3, 2020),
https://www.tiktok.com/@cassiedepecol/video/6891017693613280517.
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This is from a TikTok video defendant posted on May 7, 2021.115 The only press piece she shows is a
Travel + Leisure article titled “27-year-old Becomes First Woman to Visit Every Country in the World.”
This is one of the only remaining articles on the web claiming that she is the first woman to visit every
country without one of her also false modifiers of “on record” or “alone” so she prominently uses this one
in her recent videos. De Pecol is not the first woman to visit every country in the world.
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Cassiedepecol, TIKTOK, (May 7, 2021),
https://www.tiktok.com/@cassiedepecol/video/6959711642619874565
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This is from a TikTok video defendant posted on March 31, 2021.116 Again, the only press piece she shows
is a Travel + Leisure article titled “27-year-old Becomes First Woman to Visit Every Country in the
World.” This is one of the only remaining articles on the web claiming that she is the first woman to visit
every country so she uses this one to promote her false claim. De Pecol is not the first woman to visit every
country in the world.
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Cassiedepecol, TIKTOK, (March 3, 2021),
https://www.tiktok.com/@cassiedepecol/video/6945903932887682309.
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Nas Daily posted this YouTube video of De Pecol to his popular YouTube channel on March 3, 2021.117 The video
contains numerous false claims by De Pecol. The video is inaccurately titled “First Woman (And Fastest) To Travel
to Every Country.”

117

Nas Daily (Nuseir Yassin), YouTube, WWW.YOUTUBE.COM,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vF4QHQCUu1s (last visited March 6, 2022).
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Wondery pocasts started a podcast featuring De Pecol as a host in February 2021. Her Wondery bio118
falsely states that “Cassie De Pecol broke two Guinness World Records when she became the first woman
to travel to every country in the world.” They also say she has been accepted to travel to space with Virgin
Galactic. Virgin Galactic would not confirm to Travelers United that they had any relationship with De
Pecol.
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Wondery, https://wondery.com/shows/against-the-odds/, (last visited March 6, 2022).
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De Pecol was a featured speaker at Names Con, a web domain name conference. Again, using her speaking
rates posted in paragraph 13, she likely earned $18,000 for this speech. They inaccurately tweeted119 that
she is the first female to travel to all 196 countries and she retweeted it. De Pecol has never once corrected
anyone on Twitter by saying she is not actually the first woman to travel to every country nor has she ever
acknowledged the women who went before her on any social media platform.
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Soeren von Varchim, TWITTER (January 28, 2021 7:28 AM),
https://twitter.com/svvarchmin/status/1354768284961415171.
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89.!Though defendant has known since 2015 that she would never be the first woman to visit
every country, she ignored this fact and simply released press releases, sought funding
and generated as much press and as many followers as possible insisting that she was the
first woman to travel to every country. Defendant defrauded investors and sponsors, she
sought to erase women’s history for her own financial benefit, and she has continued to
give press misleading statements about her travels or awards, and yet her social media
following keeps growing. Defendant seeks to write American women like Audrey
Walsworth and Dorothy Pine out of history by ignoring their incredible accomplishments
of independent travel that happened decades ago. Defendant cannot show her face at
travel conferences because she knows the attendants are aware that her claims are not
true, so defendant found an incredible niche of getting multi-thousand dollar speaking
gigs at conferences in the tech industry that are overwhelmingly male. Men in these
spaces have long underestimated women120 so it’s not surprising to Travelers United to
see that these men think so little of women that they honestly think 2017 was the first
time a woman went to every country. Travelers United believes defendant has had a toxic
impact in the travel space, that she has engaged in behavior that is clearly in violation of
the DC’s CPPA and that she should be judged to the full extent of the law.

CASSANDRA DE PECOL’S DECEPTIVE ADVERTISING PRACTICES
Defendant’s Practice of Misleading and Deceptive Disclosures

120

Emily Chang, BROTOPIA (2018).
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90.!Defendant, as described in paragraphs 10 through 89 above, has a long history of making,
misleading, deceptive and untrue statements relating to her being the first woman to
travel to every country in the world. She also, unfortunately, has a history of not
disclosing when she is being paid to advertise on behalf of brand. Defendant often posts
on behalf of brands on her social media channels and she almost never has disclosures
that follow the FTC influencer guidance of 2017121 or 2019.122 Additionally, she is
potentially just making up sponsorships she does not actually have to make herself seem
more adventurous, interesting and appealing to brands. In addition to the lack of
disclosures and potentially making up sponsorships, defendant does not disclose that she
has a paid relationship with businesses when she leaves five-star reviews for them on
websites such as TripAdvisor. Furthermore, defendant has created at least one account,
with another name, to leave reviews and responses for reviews on Amazon to defend her
book. The creation of fake reviews for self-promotion and financial enrichment is a
violation of Section Five of the FTC Act and of the District’s CPPA.
91.!Defendant rarely discloses she has a relationship with a brand. The FTC clearly states “If
you endorse a product through social media, your endorsement message should make it
obvious when you have a relationship (“material connection”) with the brand.”123 Of
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Lesley Fair, Three FTC Actions of Interest to Influencers, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION, (September 7,
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Cassandra De Pecol’s 455 Instagram posts from March 14, 2017 to April 21, 2021, only
144 posts are compliant. Three hundred and eleven Instagram posts are non-compliant
following the 2019 guidance for FTC influencers. Sixty-eight percent of her posts are not
compliant. Of defendant’s 80 TikToks between November 11, 2019 and May 8, 2021,
fifteen are non-compliant following the 2019 guidance for FTC influencers.
92.!De Pecol’s unclear relationship with a brand is uniquely confusing to her followers who
do not know if she is truthfully sharing a real experience of hers or if she is being paid to
promote content from certain brands. Or, even odder, if she is just totally making stuff up
to make her adventures seem more appealing, to gain more followers and to be a more
successful, and profitable, influencer. On April 5, 2018 she posted the following
Instagram post about Virgin Galactic’s successful test flight.

On her website, she states that she was “accepted in 2017 to travel to space with Virgin
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Galactic as part of their commercial space flight, as their first sponsored astronaut.”124
She produced an advertisement for GoDaddy that was posted on YouTube on May 28,
2019 that is titled “I’M GOING TO SPACE” and in that video she states “I applied to
travel to space on a commercial spaceflight and in 2017 was accepted.”125 On her
Amazon biography page, she states she “has been invited to travel into space with Virgin
Galactic.”126 This claim she further repeated on her Wondery podcast biography where
she states that she has been “accepted to travel to space with Virgin Galactic as part of
their commercial spaceflight as their first sponsored astronaut.”127 Travelers United
reached out to Virgin Galactic’s press team and American government relations. Neither
would confirm that De Pecol had any relationship or sponsorship with the company.
There have been no press releases or acknowledgement of an influencer commercial
space flight from Virgin Galactic. The lack of knowing if this claim is true, at all, is
exceptionally concerning. If she has no relationship with the company, this is deceptive
advertising and self-promotion to acquire followers to influence and promote products
based on a claim that is completely made up. Journalist Taylor Lorenz wrote in The
Atlantic an article titled “Rising Instagram Stars Are Posting Fake Sponsored Content.”128
The article details how Instagram influencers are promoting content that looks sponsored
where in reality the influencers have no relationship with the brand. Lorenz writes in the
124
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article “many have adopted a new strategy: Fake it until you make it.” The article points
out that making up sponsorships does not explicitly violate any current FTC influencer
guidance. That is true. Making up sponsored partnerships in order to seem more
adventurous so that one gets more followers and thus more brand deals does, however,
violate the District’s CPPA. Pretending one has sponsors when one does not, is a
violation of CPPA’s §28-3904 unfair or deceptive practices subsection b. The subsection
states: “(b) represents that the person has a sponsorship, approval, status, affiliation,
certification, or connection that the person does not have.”
93.!Defendant’s history of leaving positive reviews for hotels that are paying her is
problematic. Possibly every five-star review defendant has left on her TripAdvisor
platform seems to be from a hotel who either gave her a free stay or paid her to stay with
them. Because defendant rarely discloses the relationship between the business she is
promoting on her social media channels, it is unclear if she is simply getting free stays at
these nice hotels or if these hotels are paying her to promote them. These reviews are a
violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act (15 USC §45). The Federal Trade Commission in
2009 updated the FTC Guide Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in
Advertising to emphasize that ““material connections” (sometimes payments or free
products) between advertisers and endorsers – connections that consumers would not
expect – must be disclosed.”129 The guide also “clearly states that both advertisers and
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FTC Publishes Final Guides Governing Endorsements, Testimonials, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
(October 5, 2009) https://www.ftc.gov/news-events/press-releases/2009/10/ftc-publishes-final-guides-governingendorsements-testimonials.
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endorsers may be liable for false or unsubstantiated claims made in an endorsement – or
for failure to disclose material connections between the advertiser and the endorser.”130
94.!Defendant left a five star review on TripAdvisor for La Serena Villas in Palm Springs,
California in September 2020.

On her Instagram account she posted three static posts tagged to the location of La Serena
Villas using the same photos that she posted on TripAdvisor.
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FTC Publishes Final Guides Governing Endorsements, Testimonials, FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
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She tagged La Serena Villas in Instagram on each post and mentioned the hotel with its
handle in the comments. These three Instagram posts were cross posted on Twitter.
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She never mentions any paid relationship yet there highly likely was one. She then left a
two-star review for another hotel in Palm Springs, the Avalon Hotel and Bungalow.
Though Travelers United does not know who is paying defendant and when, defendant
herself makes it pretty clear that she leaves five-star reviews for hotels that pay her. This
hotel didn’t pay, and it never ended up on her Instagram, so this hotel gets a two-star
96

review. Then in January 2020, defendant leaves a five-star review for Deer Valley Ski
Resort. Interestingly, this is the only review on TripAdvisor where she notes a
relationship with the resort so she clearly knew she should have been making disclosures
as she did in this one instance.

This is the one TripAdvisor review where she states at the beginning “In the honor of transparency and
ethics, it’s worth nothing that I partnered with Deer Valley this year on my visit.” She never mentions this
in any other TripAdvisor review. This shows she clearly knows she should disclose a paid relationship but
for some reason the only time she does is here.
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Defendant had four Instagram posts, many with multiple photos, where she talks about her trip to Deer
Valley. Not one of them mentions a paid relationship, partnership or sponsorship between defendant and
Deer Valley.

Then in August 2018 she left a five-star TripAdvisor review for the St Julien Hotel and Spa
in Boulder, Colorado. The TripAdvisor review mentions no paid relationship between
defendant and the hotel. Defendant at the time posted three separate Instagram posts tagged
at the location of the St Julien Hotel & Spa. These three Instagram posts do say at the top
“Paid partnership with stjulienhotel.” It is great that she disclosed this, but without mention
that this is an ad prominently at the beginning of the text, it still violates the FTC guidelines
for influencers. Of the three Instagram posts, in only one of them at the very end after a
significant amount of text, does the defendant state “Thanks to the @stjulienhotel for gifting
me with this reflective mountain view and wonderful stay.” However, this is confusing -- was
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the stay gifted (meaning she was given a free stay) or was she paid to stay and promote the
hotel which the “Paid Partnership with stjulienhotel” at the top of the post suggests.

Then in August 2018 she left a five-star review for Sonnenalp in Vail, Colorado.
Defendant posted two Instagram photos from the Sonnenalp Hotel Vail. One post of
defendant’s at the Sonnenalp Hotel Vail received 8,456 likes on Instagram.131 No paid
relationship is disclosed anywhere in the posts. Then in July 2018 she left a five-star
TripAdvisor review for Vail Marriott Mountain Resort in Vail, Colorado. She posted two
Instagram photos from the Vail Marriott Mountain resort. No paid relationship is
disclosed anywhere in the posts. In August 2018 she left a five-star TripAdvisor review
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Cassiedepecol, WWW.INSTAGRAM.COM, https://www.instagram.com/p/Bl--C7kA7IH/ (last visited May 1,
2021).
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for the Viceroy Snowmass. She posted three Instagram posts from the Viceroy
Snowmass. No paid relationship is discussed anywhere in the posts. In July 2018 she left
a five-star review for The Little Nell. She posted once on Instagram with her location
tagged to The Little Nell and mentioning The Little Nell in the post.132 No paid
relationship is disclosed in the post. In June 2018 she left a five-star TripAdvisor review
for Vintners Resort. She was at Vinters Resort as part of a Visit Santa Rosa promotion.133
No paid relationship is disclosed in the post. In June 2018 she left a five-star review for
Sanara Tulum in Tulum, Mexico. She posted on Instagram four times from the Sanara
Hotel in Tulum.134 She also shows her stay at this hotel in a TikTok video posted by
defendant on September 12, 2020.135 No paid relationship is discussed on Instagram or
TikTok. In September 2016 she left a five-star TripAdvisor review for the Soneva Fushi
in the Maldives. Defendant posted on Instagram three times tagging her location at the
Soneva Fushi Maldives.136 No paid relationship is mentioned in any of the posts.
Defendant later posted a TikTok video on February 13, 2021 calling the Soneva Fushi the
“Best Hotel in the World.” There is no mention of a paid relationship in the TikTok
video. All of these reviews are up as of the filing of this complaint.
95.!Amazon reviews, just like TripAdvisor reviews, also need very clear disclosure if there is
a financial benefit by the person leaving the review. Defendant released a book,
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published by Lioncrest publishing, on Amazon and Barnes & Noble online. The book
entitled “Expedition 196: A Personal Journal from the First Woman on Record to Travel
to Every Country in the World” is only available for sale online, so the online reviews are
very important for the sale of the book. Not surprisingly, multiple people in the welltraveled community left her one-star reviews stressing, yet again, that defendant is not the
first woman to visit every country. One one-star review went into detail naming all of the
women who went before defendant and citing the previous articles from Janice Lintz and
Stefan Krasowski that detailed how defendant had a history of making false claims. The
day after that one-star review was left a twenty paragraph five-star review was left by
someone named Sarah, who Travelers United asserts is clearly defendant. The Amazon
review is below:
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Defendant seems to have been creating multiple Amazon accounts to leave five-star
reviews for her book. This particular 20 paragraph review insults the TCC, belittles Nina
Sedano, talks about a quote from TravelPulse (that’s the publication that defendant forced
to issue the long editor’s note after one columnist said she hadn’t been everywhere shown
in paragraph 60), compares Cassie De Pecol to Serena Williams, notes feeling envious of
Cassie De Pecol’s achievements and praises how much money De Pecol was able to raise
for her trip. Though this account was from someone who registered for Amazon under
the name of Sarah, the Amazon account was registered as an Influencer with Amazon
affiliate links where it states “Cassie De Pecol earns money from this storefront.” Then it
has the links to products that De Pecol has promoted on her Instagram account.
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These are products that De Pecol herself is trying to sell to the followers of her
Instagram account. Through affiliate links, here linked through an account she set up
as Sarah, the money clearly comes back to defendant as the Amazon page itself notes.
The multi-colored bathing suit pictured here she wears on Instagram, with a post on
both May 5, 2018137 and July 1, 2018.138 Nowhere in either post does she disclose a
financial connection between herself and selling the bathing suit to her followers. The
May 5, 2018 post is below:
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Cassie De Pecol, INSTAGRAM (May 5, 2018), https://www.instagram.com/p/BiaAPJOnUCd/
Cassie De Pecol, INSTAGRAM (July 1, 2018), https://www.instagram.com/p/BksUPkZAHHv/
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There are other Amazon accounts created at the time that seem suspiciously similar to
the writing of Sarah, who is likely defendant, that are also leaving five-star reviews on
defendant's book. Leaving reviews for one’s own book violates both Amazon terms and
conditions, DC’s CPPA and FTC Section Five. Amazon did remove many of these
reviews, including the one left by “Sarah,” by the time of this filing.
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CAUSE OF ACTION
(Violations of the District of Columbia Consumer Protection Procedures Act)
96.!The allegations of paragraphs 1 through 95 are re-alleged as if fully set forth here.
97.!The CPPA is a remedial statute that is to be broadly construed. It establishes an
enforceable right to truthful information from merchants about consumer goods and
services that are or would be purchased, leased, or received in the District of Columbia
§28-3901(c).
98.!Travelers United has standing to bring this Count under §28-3905(k)(1)(D)(i) “Subject to
sub-paragraph (ii) of this subparagraph, a public interest organization may, on behalf of
the interests of a consumer or a class of consumers, bring an action seeking relief from
the use by any person of a trade practice in violation of a law of the District if the
consumer or class could bring an action under subparagraph (A) of this paragraph for
relief from such use by such person of such practice.” Travelers United is a public
interest organization, with members in the District, that has done significant advocacy
work against deceptive advertising across the travel industry, both locally in DC and on
the federal level. Deceptive and misleading advertising is a trade practice in violation of a
law of the District.
99.!Cassandra De Pecol’s claims of being the first woman to travel to every country is a
misrepresented characteristic under §28-3904(a), as she was not the first woman to travel
to every country, but is claiming she is to gain more followers on social media in order to
get more money from brands in her work as an influencer. The “first woman to visit
every country” claim exists for defendant to get more press and thus more social media
followers, not to provide any truth about her actual accomplishments. With more
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followers, she has more people to sell goods to including goods to residents of the
District of Columbia. With more followers, she has more people to sell goods to
including goods to residents of the District of Columbia. Additionally, if De Pecol is
making up sponsorships, as she is perhaps doing with Virgin Galactic, that is a violation
of §28-3904(b) as that is a misrepresented sponsorship.
100.!Cassandra De Pecol’s claims of being the first woman to travel to every country is a
misrepresented certification under §28-3904(b) as she was not the first woman to travel to
every country, but is claiming she is to gain more followers on social media in order to get
more money from brands in her work as an influencer. Additionally, if De Pecol is making
up sponsorships, as she is perhaps doing with Virgin Galactic, that is a violation of §283904(b) as De Pecol is representing that she has a sponsorship that she does not have.
101.!Cassandra De Pecol’s claim of being the first woman to travel to every country is an
instance of her misrepresenting as to a material fact which has a tendency to mislead under
§28-3904(f), as she was not the first woman to travel to every country, but is claiming she
is in to gain more followers on social media in order to get more money from brands in
her work as an influencer. Additionally, Traveler’s United asserts that defendant
misrepresents a material fact which has a tendency to mislead under §28-3904(f) when she
advertises products online through her social media channels without disclosing she
received money to show those products.
102.!Cassandra De Pecol and her LLC, Expedition 196, knew and should have known that
reasonable consumers she was advertising to without disclosure may believe she just liked
a certain product and may purchase that product accordingly, without realizing that she
was being paid to promote a product. Consumers were deceived by the lack of disclosures.
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103.!Cassandra De Pecol’s claims, which she also makes on her Expedition 196 website, of
being the first documented woman to travel to every country claim is a use of innuendo or
ambiguity as to a material fact under 28-3904(f-1); which has a tendency to mislead as
defendant usually tries to imply that Guinness World Records, or some other document
certifying organization, certified her claim of being the first documented woman to every
country when it did not. No travel certification organization or records company certified
Cassandra De Pecol is the first documented woman to visit every country. Multiple other
women have documents proving that they went to every country long before De Pecol.
There is only one organization that world travelers can currently use to certify travels to
every country and that is NomadMania. De Pecol was never certified as having visited
every country by NomadMania. Defendant’s fifteen airport turnarounds do not count as a
country visit per NomadMania rules. Seeing as her travels make her ineligible to be
verified by NomadMania, she certainly has not been documented by them as either
traveling to every country or as the first woman to do so.
104.!Cassandra De Pecol and her LLC, Expedition 196, disparage the goods, services, or
business of another by false or misleading representations of material facts as it relates to
her claim of being the “first woman to travel to every country” in violation of §283904(g). De Pecol has refused to acknowledge the women who went before her and often
has said that they have no proof of their travels when in fact they have extensive
documented proof, these women have offered proof of their travels to some of the most
serious news organizations in the world. Nina Sedano, who lives in Germany, wrote a
book that was published in German in 2014 about her travels to every country. She has
since written two additional books. Sedano’s books are available for purchase through
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Amazon to residents of the District. Counsel for Travelers United was able to use the
American Amazon website to purchase Sedano’s book and have it directly delivered to
her Kindle at her home in the District. German is, after Spanish, French, and
Amharic/Ethiopian, the fourth most common language spoken in the District.139 Sedano
often shows her passports and proof of travel to German press. De Pecol has diligently
worked to belittle the accomplishments and documentation of Nina Sedano, who sells
books based on her accomplishments of having traveled to all 193 UN countries well
before defendant. Defendant must be compelled to stop implying or stating that other
women do not have documented proof of their travels when in fact they do.
105.!Additionally, Cassandra De Pecol and her LLC, Expedition 196, disparage the goods,
services, or business of another by false or misleading representations of material facts as
it relates to her claim of being the “first documented woman to travel to every country” in
violation of §28-3904(g). Defendant has purposefully ignored the existence of
NomadMania as a travel certification option likely because their rules of what counts as a
visit to a country mean that defendant herself has not been to every country. Defendant
purposefully told press that this organization did not exist, and falsely stated that no
organization that validated travel accomplishments existed other than Guinness World
Records when she highly likely knew that NomadMania did exist. The extreme travel
community is small. According to NomadMania’s own posted rules they would not
document De Pecol as having visited every country due to all of her airport visits.
Women, though not defendant, have been documented as visiting every country on
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Washington, DC, URBAN INSTITUTE, (April 2014)
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NomadMania. There is a general travel certification website and it’s called
NomadMania. Defendant often asserts the only one that exists is Guinness World
Records (GWR) even though the only two world travel claims that can be established
through GWR are “Fastest time to every sovereign nation”, which defendant held from
2017-2018, and “Youngest person to visit every sovereign nation.” GWR does not
document and certify the travels of regular people who want to travel to every country.

Prayer for Relief
WHEREFORE, Travelers United respectfully requests this Court enter a judgment in its favor
and grant relief against Defendant, as follows:
(a)! Permanently enjoin and restrain Defendant, pursuant to D.C. Code § 283905(k)(2)(D), from engaging in conduct determined to be in violation of the CPPA;
(b)!Permanently enjoin Defendant from advertising without disclosing that she is
advertising in addition to permanently enjoining Defendant to cease from falsely
claiming to be the first woman to travel to every country as well as corrective
advertising to her 311 existing Instagram posts and fifteen TikToks that contain
undisclosed advertisements;
(c)! Order the Defendant to pay statutory damages to Travelers United pursuant to D.C.
Code § 28-3905(k)(2)(A), for each and every violation of the CPPA proven at trial;
(d)!Order the Defendant to pay punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial,
pursuant to D.C. Code § 28-3905(k)(2)(C);
(e)! Award Travelers United the costs and reasonable attorneys’ and expert fees for its
investigation and this action, pursuant to D.C. Code § 28-3905(k)(2)(B); and
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(f)! Grant such further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
Jury Demand
Travelers United demands a trial by jury.

Respectfully submitted,
Dated: July 11, 2022

LAUREN WOLFE (D.C. Bar # 1048660)
Counsel, Travelers United
2833 Alabama Ave SE #30736
Washington, D.C. 20020
Telephone: 202-713-9596
Email: laurenwolfe@travelersunited.org
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Appendix

Defendant’s Instagram Posts
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Defendant’s TikToks
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